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Abstract

In recent years, the Internet has generated a tremendous level of excitement. The
promise of electronic commerce and online shopping will depend to a great extent upon
the interface of how people interact with the computer. Electronic access to a global
marketplace can bring more powerful and efficient purchasing, greater choice, more
personalised service, and new kinds of products and services together with new ways to
purchase. The purchase environment is of great importance in this new way of handling
businesses. The familiar layout of the physical store becomes, on the Website, a
labyrinth of demolish menus, product indices and search features. A help button on the
home page of the Web shopping site replaces the sales clerk’s friendly advice and
service. The aim with this thesis is to investigate the purchase environment on the
Internet by looking more closely at how the layout and design of Websites can be
described and how customer service is handled online. The result shows that it is
important to take advantage of the creative ways of presenting information that comes
with the Internet, especially the opportunities to expose products in a different way than
in traditional stores. Aspects such as entertainment and customer support are two
important issues when operating on the Internet.
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1 Introduction

n this chapter we will present the background, research problem, purpose,
demarcations and the research questions to the selected topic.

In recent years, the Internet has generated a tremendous level of excitement. Business
magazines are filled with articles describing how life will be different in a digital age.
Some of the most sensational predictions have been made with regard to electronic
commerce (e-commerce). (Burke, 1997) It is possible to clearly see a Goldrush
mentality – everybody is in a hurry to establish presence. The marketplace has rapidly
moved into the marketspace. (Brännbäck, 1997)

1.1 Background

Traditional shopping in stores is something we all are familiar with. Shopping is like a
stage performance, with the customer involved either as a member of the audience or as
an active participant (Solomon and Askegaard, 1999). Retailing is all activities involved
in selling goods or services directly to the final consumer for their personal, non-
business use. Many institutions, manufacturers, wholesales, and retailers do retailing.
But most retailing is done by retailers: business whose sales primarily from retailing.
(Kotler and Armstrong, 1996)

One important strategic decision in retailing is to create a positive, vibrant and
interesting image, therefore shopping malls and individual stores have to create
environments that stimulate people and allow them to shop and to be entertained at the
same time. Thematized shopping centres and stores bear witness to the multitude of
styles that flourish in the same attempt to attract consumers who seek more than just a
distribution outlet. One obvious trend in the retailing sector in Europe is the way
shopping malls are constructed. Malls are becoming huge entertainment centres, almost
to the point where their traditional retail occupants sometimes seem like an afterthought.
(Solomon and Askegaard, 1999)

The physical component of the store image includes the layout and design of the store.
(Gifford, 1997) The store image is composed of many different factors such as interior
design, top to bottom.1 The design and general image of the store is central to the
perception of the goods displayed there. Store features, coupled with such consumer
characteristics as shopping orientation, help to predict which shopping outlets people
will prefer. Some important dimensions of a store’s profile are location, merchandise
suitability and the knowledge and congeniality of the sales staff. (Solomon and
Askegaard, 1999)

The layout of a retail space is a conscious design and a plan by which all of the interior
elements are arranged to meet management’s desire. Layout includes the process by
which equipment and fixtures, merchandise, selling and sales support departments,
checkout facilities, and all other items in a retail store are allocated and arranged.

                                                
1 Chain Store Age, (1997)

I
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(Gifford, 1997) A store’s gestalt, (Gestalt is a German word, which roughly means
whole, pattern or configuration) provides several principles relating to the way stimuli
are organised. The saying ”the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” best
summarises this perspective. A piecemeal perspective that analyses each component of
the stimulus separately will be unable to capture the total effect. It’s recognised as a very
important aspect of the ”conscious designing of space and its various dimensions to
evoke certain effects in buyers”. These dimensions include colours, scents and sounds.
For example, stores done out in red tend to make people tense, while a blue decor
imparts a calmer feeling. (Solomon and Askegaard, 1999)

Although most goods and services are sold through stores, in recent years nonstore
retailing has been growing much faster than store retailing. Traditional store retailers are
facing increasing competition from nonstore retailers who sell through catalogues, direct
mail, telephone, home TV shopping shows, online computer shopping services and
other direct retailing approaches. (Kotler and Armstrong, 1996) One non-store
alternative, which has potential to make significant changes in the retail structure, is the
electronic home shopping. At present the growth is relatively slow and many people are
waiting for its breakthrough. (Solomon and Askegaard, 1999) E-commerce is a
complete rethinking of business; it changes all the rules and does not just change them
on the Web. (Marketing news, April 26, 1999) The promise of electronic commerce and
online shopping will depend to a great extent upon the interface of how people interact
with the computer.2

Marketplace versus Marketspace
The traditional marketplace interaction between physical seller and physical buyer has
been eliminated when operating in the marketspace (the retail online environment). In
fact everything about this new kind of transaction that Rayport and Sviokla, (1994), call
a marketspace transaction - is different from what happens in the marketplace.
• The content of the transaction is different, information of the product replace the

product itself.
• The context in which the transaction occurs is different, an electronic on-screen

negotiation replaces a face-to-face negotiation.
• The infrastructure that enables the transaction to occur is different; computers and

communication lines replace shelves and the store floor.

The traditional marketplace is bundle of physical locations, inventory, and tangible
products. Quite simply, in an information-defined transaction space, customers learn
about products differently, buy them differently, and have them delivered differently.
How they assign their loyalty can also be different. This is a world where the traditional
marketplace signposts of differentiation no longer matter, where ”content” may not
automatically mean ”product” and where ”distribution” may not mean ”physical
location”. Today both marketplace and marketspace transactions are occurring. Some
companies operate solely in the marketplace, others have begun to straddle the two
realms and there are also companies that operate exclusively in the marktespace. (ibid)

                                                
2 (http://www.techreview.com/articles/oct98/nielsen.htm)
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Rayport and Sviokla, 1994, put it well when saying that one cannot compare the
emergence of the marketplace alongside the marketspace with the one-to-one substitute
like for example Velcro for zippers. Once the customer moves from the marketplace
transaction of buying, to the marktespace transaction of subscribing, the opportunity for
selling other information-based services become clear. Companies that do not
understand the marketspace will miss opportunities even as they build information-
defined relationships with their customers. A total mind-shift is required to change the
company from a ”physical-world” business based on sales through representatives to a
digital one where customers control the buying experience.1 Further, Rayport and
Sviokla, (1994) claim that the marketspace environment will eventually dominate the
market. Information-defined transactions are both inevitable and increasing in number
and complexity. As a result companies must learn how to manage in, and take advantage
of this new area.

Changing pricing and buying models to make them user-friendlier for customers on the
Web and to strive for a hassle-free experience for the customer becomes important.
Elements such as payment, service centres, pricing and research process, are changing
with the E-commerce. Certain traditional mode of procedures, for example negotiation,
is hard to hold on to when dealing with the e-commerce, since most people do not want
to negotiate through their computers, especially not with a machine. The fact that the
Internet is quite young and that dealing with computers on a everyday basis is a quite
new phenomenon for most people implies that it is still a bit awkward for most people
to be confronted with the Internet and to operate on the marketspace.3

The Internet
The Internet is not a physical network of wires going from one individual computer to
another, although it functions like a network to share information and connections
between computer users. It is a collective society, a wiry ball of agreements between the
administrators and users of independent computers hooked up to (or dialling in to)
shared or linked computer resources. (Horton, Taylor, Ignacio, Hoft, 1996) The Internet
is a global computer network that links millions of users and thousands of computers in
systems with Transmission Control Protocols/ Internet protocols (TCP/IP) that describe
how mail, text, multimedia and others files can be stored, relocated, retrieved, and used.
(Flanders, 1994)

The Internet was started in 1969 by the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPANET) funded by the Department of defence in the USA. The purpose was to
increase the communication opportunities within the USA, even if the country would be
target for military attacks. In the beginning it was used by computer experts, engineers
and scientists. Back then it was a very complex system that was difficult to use. This has
been changed over the years and both companies and private citizens are now using the
Internet at work or at their spare time. (www.delphi.com)

Back in the1980s, National Science Foundation (NSF) gave the ARPANET a complete
upgrade by implementing a more modern high-speed network. This new network

                                                
1 Marketing news, April 26, 1999 3 Paths to Web business success
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upgraded the architecture and was called ”The Internet”, which linked government
supercomputers, educational institutions, and research facilities. In 1990 ARPANET
ceased to exist, but the Internet continued to grow 1 million computers in 1992, 2
million computers in 1993. (Jakobsson, 1998) According to Kotha, 1998, there were
about 50 million people, in over 170 countries, in 1998, that were connected to the
Internet through their computers at 16 million servers.

Business and commercial organisations are now the growing amount on the Internet that
has begun to see the potential for the online market. The Internet as a market has the
great potential to make business online more efficient. Especially after the birth of the
World Wide Web in 1993, particular its graphical user-friendly interface offers
opportunities, which were unimaginable during the text-based era of Internet. (Berthon,
Pitt and Watson, 1996) Global data communications networks, especially the Internet
and the World Wide Web, deliver greater and more flexible access to information. A
consumer can learn about a supplier on the other side of the world as easily as about one
around the corner. Because suppliers are freed from the much greater cost of physical
publication, more detailed information is likely to be available. A supplier can afford to
include ideas on how to use a product rather than state only terse technical specification.
Information is also likely to be more current because of the lower cost of changing
electronic information. (Heckman, 1998)

The World Wide Web
The World Wide Web (WWW or simply the Web) has attracted a great deal of attention
in recent years. It is a new medium based on broadcasting and publishing between actors
and allows anyone (organisation or individual) to have a 24-hour day presence on the
Internet. Unlike traditional broadcast media, it facilitates a two-way communication
between actors. (Berthon et al. 1996)

The World Wide Web, the graphical interface of the Internet, is the collective name for
all the computer files in the world that are accessible through the Internet and
electronically linked together, usually by ”tags” expressed in Hyper Text Markup
Language (HTML). It is simply a system within the Internet that makes the exchange of
documents easy and efficient, with the use of correct software. (Horton & Lynch, 1999)
The World Wide Web (WWW) is perhaps the most rapidly developing new medium in
history and as the fist two W’s imply, the Web can be used anywhere in the world.
(Eighmey & McCord, 1998)

The Web is viewed, experienced, or retrieved through a ”browser” program running on
the computer. (Horton & Lynch, 1999) Web browsers are software programs that make
it possible to navigate through the WWW pages. A Website is the collection of Web
pages from a person or a company that link together with hypertext links to form a place
that the user can visit on the Internet. (Collins, 1998)

The Web possesses unique characteristics that distinguish it in important ways from
traditional commercial communications environments. Since the Web presents a
fundamentally different environment for retailing activities than traditional media does
with its two way communication in between the actors, conventional marketing
activities are becoming transformed, as they are often difficult to implement in their
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present form. This means that these marketing activities have to be reconstructed in
many cases, in forms that are more appropriate for the new medium.4

Berthon et al. (1996) states that the Web is like a cross between an electronic trade show
and a community flea market. It can be considered as a giant international exhibition
hall where potential buyers can enter at will and visit prospective sellers. Like a trade
show, they may do this passively, by simply wandering around, enjoying the sights and
sounds, pausing to pick up a pamphlet or brochure here, and a sticker, key ring, or
sample there. Alternative, they may become vigorously interactive in their search for
information and want-satisfaction, by talking to fellow attendees, actively seeking the
booths of particular exhibitors, carefully examining products, soliciting richer
information, and even engaging in sales transactions with the exhibitor.

Electronic Commerce
Transactions online can include the advertising and promotion of products and services,
the facilitation of contacts between traders, the provision of market intelligence,
electronic procurement, support for shared business processes, and for the end customer
pre-and post-sales customer service. (Thonemann, 1999) Electronic commerce (e-
commerce) can be broadly defined as the exchange of value over interconnected
networks i.e. business-to-customer commerce. (Jakobsson, 1995) It encompasses a
broad range of activities. E-commerce includes electronic trading of physical goods and
services and of electronic material. It is expected to have a great impact on
competitiveness in the market. (Thonemann, 1999)

Consumers and suppliers alike can enjoy benefits from electronic commerce not
possible form other means of selling goods and services. The number of consumers
buying through electronic commerce is already increasing rapidly. These benefits
coupled with the rapidly growing consumer use of personal computers and data
communications services lead many experts to project dramatic growth in the quantity
and breadth of the electronic commerce consumer marketplace. A wonderful world of
buying power and convenience is getting closer to consumer keyboards. Electronic
access to a global marketplace can bring more powerful and efficient purchasing, greater
choice, more personalised service, and new kinds of products and services together with
new ways to purchase. (Heckman, 1998)

1.2 Problem Discussion

In order to keep up with the customers’ high expectations for point-and-click shopping,
electronic-retailers are changing their merchandising strategies, site design,
technological underpinnings and back-room operations. (Cleaver, 1999) People
purchase magazines they happen to see at checkout counters, and they may click across
cable channels while eating dinner. Similarly, they may also detour to surf through
Websites after checking their e-mail or follow an unexpected lead that develops when
using a WWW search engine. But what conditions are associated with continuing use of
Internet, once encountered? (Eighmey & McCord, 1998) According to Marketing News,
1999 most merchants have their arms around how to build a high quality Web

                                                
4 http://ecommerce.vanderbilt.edu
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experience but that does not necessarily mean that they know how to do merchandising.
They do not know how to extract the maximum number of dollars from you when you
visit. (Cleaver, 1999) Kujubu (1999) believes that a whole new thinking appears with
the interaction over the Internet. The online shopping environment becomes diffuse as
Internet service providers, online retailers and portal sites build up their commerce
offerings in an effort to lure and retain customers. These measures make them look
more and more like online malls.

There are large differences between a physical store and its electronic counterpart. The
familiar layout of the physical store becomes a labyrinth of demolish menus, product
indices and search features A help button on the home page of the Web shopping site
replaces the sales clerk’s friendly advice and service. Now more than ever, the promise
of e-commerce and online shopping will depend to a great extent upon the interface and
how people interact with the computer. It’s important to look at the relationship between
sales and user interface design. Limited menus, poor designed navigation and the
difficulty in comparing multiple products on the same screen all have adverse effects on
electronic shopping. (Lohse & Spiller, 1998)

Design is both a process and a plan. Design represents the thoughtful arrangement of
elements that are related to carrying out the function of the retail organisation. Design is
the result of arranging all of the elements that affect customer satisfaction. Good design
begins with the physical characteristics of the building exterior and carries over to the
layout of merchandise within the store. The design includes not only the placement of
selling equipment but their style, colour and texture. (Gifford, 1997) Good salespeople
assess a customer's wants, needs, and means, answer their questions, propose relevant
products and packages, listen to feedback, make intelligent incentive offers, and close
transactions. And customers will return because of the positive experience they had
purchasing the first time around. (Williams, 1997)

Moreover the Web represents a fundamental shift in the way business communicates.
Bringing customers into a company through the Web will cause changes throughout the
organisation. Sterne (1996) and Tweney (1998) states that anyone who has used the
Internet to purchase retail items knows that customer service is poor, if not non-existent
on the majority of commerce sites. On the other hand Abramson and Hollingshead claim
that the lack of personal contact offered by online purchasing allows consumers to
maintain their privacy while receiving a high degree of customer service. According to a
market research done by Johan Wiley & Son Canada Limited, customers that are
dissatisfied with service will share their experience to more than three people. Thus, it is
reasonable to conclude that poor service will reduce the potential customer base.
(Brown, 1996).

Web merchants and other companies are spending piles of cash on their online presence,
but many customers still feel as if they are stuck in a department store after closing time
and there is no help to be found. (Karpinski, 1999) Most companies are aware that you
have to treat the customer like royalties. If not, they will walk away asking, "If they treat
me this way before I am a customer, how are they going to treat me after they already
have my money?" It is not about giving more service it is about giving differentiated
service. It should be evident to the customer how it is like doing business with the
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company. The best way to show them this is by offering them customer service. (Sterne,
1996)

The Web provides a multimedia environment that is always open and lets customers ask
many questions or obtain as much information as they want with virtually no waiting. In
contrast to call centres, which often subject customers to interminable waits.
(Ghobadian et al. 1994) According to Briones, (1998) the new technology also allows
companies to serve the customers needs better by using a database to track their
preferences and buying patterns plus that the communication with the customers world-
wide is faster and more easily by using e-mail.

As Collins (1998) explains, as more individuals and organisations connect to
international networks, they are coming to expect an enhanced level of performance
from service and information providers. A person who is used to instant response time
around the globe is no longer willing to wait days or even hours for a query to be
acknowledged. Tomorrow becomes too late to find the answers or deliver the product: if
one company cannot meet these expectations, a competitor with a network connection
will be happy to oblige.

The promise of electronic commerce and online shopping will depend to a great extent
upon the interface how people interact with the computer. (Lohse & Spiller, 1998) The
most difficult connection on the Internet may be the one between the computer screen
and the human mind. The visitors of a page follow wrong links. They cannot find what
they want. They get lost, or they get bored, and move on5. After all, diligence in
browsing a store is not what virtue retailers should expect from its online customers.
(Computing Machinery, Jul 1998)

1.3 Purpose

The purpose with this thesis is to investigate retail purchasing environments on the
Internet.

1.4 Research Questions

1. How can layout and design of Websites as a purchasing environment be described?
2. How is customer service handled online?

1.5 Demarcations

We have limited our selves to exclusively look at design and layout together with
customer service when describing the purchase environment on Websites. We are not
going to look at checkout, security or payment online. The thesis is written in a
marketer’s point of view.

                                                
5 http://www.techreview.com/articles/oct98/nielsen.htm
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1.6 Disposition

This thesis is divided into six chapters. In the first chapter the background to the
selected area is presented followed by a problem discussion that ends with a stated
purpose, the research questions of our study and finally the demarcations of the thesis.
In Chapter two previous studies in the selected area will be presented. Chapter three
contains the methodology used in this thesis. In chapter four the empirical data received
during the data collection is presented. Chapter five contains an analysis of the empirical
data. Finally in chapter six the conclusions and implications are presented.
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2 Literature Review

his chapter contains literature based on our research questions. The first section
will cover studies done on layout and design and the second section customer
service online.

2.1 Layout and Design of a Website

2.1.1 First Visit

The first time somebody visits a Website, they are going to look around and see what
the site offers. Then they will familiarise themselves with the site to see what it has to
offer. The next time, and every time after that, they are going to come for something in
particular. It really does not take long to tire of random surfing. People want to cut the
chase and find out what a site is going to do for them. They will come back to a site if
they think it has got what they need at the moment. (Sterne, 1996)

In navigating a Website there are several factors to consider: At the top of a homepage
there is a thirty square inches area, that is the most visible area of the Website. (Horton
& Lynch, 1999) The first screen the visitor sees is the first impression they will have of
the site. If the first screen does not make a good impression the visitors may not stop,
and if they do not stop they are not going to shop. (Flanders & Willis, 1998) In sites
designed for efficient navigation the density of links at the top of the home page should
be maximal, you never get a better chance to offer your readers exactly what they want
in the first page they see. (Horton & Lynch, 1999)

2.1.2 Navigation Features

When users are confronted with a new and complex information system they begin to
build mental models, then they use these models to assess relationships among topics,
and to make guesses about where to find things they have not seen before. The success
of a Website as an organisation of information will largely be determined by how well
the actual organisation system matches the user’s expectations. A logical site
organisation allows the users to make successful predictions about where to find things.
Consistent methods of grouping, ordering, labelling, and graphically arranging
information allow users to extend their knowledge from pages they have visited to pages
they are unfamiliar with. If the user is misled with a structure that is not logical (or has
no comprehensible structure at all), users will be constantly frustrated by the difficulties
of finding their way around. (ibid)

All Websites are organised around a home page that acts as a logical point of entry into
the system of Web pages in a site. The World Wide Web URL for a home page is the
Web ”address” that points users to the Website. Home page addresses are rapidly
becoming as important as home and business street addresses. Home pages perform a
variety of functions. Some designs primarily take advantage of the high visibility of the
home page; it is the most visited page of the site and therefore the ideal for posting news

T
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and information. (ibid) According to Flanders and Willis, (1996) it is highly important
to display important information prominently within the site. Navigation schemes in
sites that use the home page for news and menu listing are often centred around the
home page, using it as the ”home base” for most navigation through the site. Other
homepages designs use the home page as the first opportunity to steer audience into
subtopic or special interest areas of the site. The key is to assess the audience and then
choose the entry that seems most appropriate. An elegant but not functional site will
very early become tedious. Horton and Lynch, (1997), stress the importance of not
letting the design of the home page dominates the site design strategy. When designing a
large Website it is important to also consider the standard layout grid that all the internal
pages of the site will share.

2.1.3 Menu Based and Path Based Structures

There are two examples of common home page design, menu-based, home pages and
Path-based home pages. A menu-based home page can be recognised by a design
dominated by a menu-like list of links, which is the most common type of home page.
Menu style pages do not need to be dominated by plain lists of text-based HTML links,
graphic imagemaps are often more space efficient, packing the maximal number of links
into every square inch of the page. Sophisticated designs combine graphic imagemaps
and blocks of text-based links. Path-based home pages are often used at larger and more
complex sites. Large Websites offer so much information to so many audiences that it
can be impossible to represent the depth and breadth of the site content in a single home
page. In addition, readers often come to a Website with specific interests or goals in
mind. In such cases is it often advantageous to use the home page to split the audience
immediately into interest groups and offer them specific, more relevant information in
menu pages deeper within the site. (ibid)

According to Flanders and Willis (1998) there are three things a home page should
convey to the visitor:
1. The site’s purpose- the who, what, when, where, and why.
2. What kind of content is contained in the site.
3. How to find that content.

Flanders and Willis, (1998) mentions three main navigation tools, which can be used
singly or in combination: navigation graphics, text and frames. There are two categories
of navigational graphics: buttons and imagemaps. A button is any graphic that is a link.
Any time someone clicks a button, they should be taken to another page. Buttons makes
powerful navigation tools but should be used carefully. If a graphic is being used it is
important that it should be clear if a button is a button and should not be confused with
other sort of links. (ibid)

An imagemap is an image that is treated by the browser as a navigation tool. When
customers click the imagemap, they are taken to a new page. Text and frames also are
navigation tools. Flanders and Willis (1998) believe it is imperative that if using
imagemaps as links there must be corresponding text links. Both because of the size of
graphics, the text will show up before the images and do not have to wait for the image
to down load. Also because if the customer does not have time to wait for the image to
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download he or she will know what text is useful since it does not take long to
download. Further Flanders and Willis (1998) claim that they are more important than
use of graphics and imagemaps as links. Though it can easily go a little overboard very
few customers will spend time reading or scrolling through lots of text.

The online content directory within a site is an important aspect when looking at the e-
commerce states. The main goal should be to find efficient ways to help consumers sort
and search through the myriad of offerings available. Research in consumer decision
making suggests that, in the absence of heuristics, decision effectiveness degrade in the
presence of too much information. Thus the optimal will be to develop a rule-based
system for organisation of content that exploit the principles of network navigation and
facilitate flow. (Hoffman & Novak, 1996)

2.1.4 Frames and Merchandise

Frames were created by Netscape to answer the question, “How can I make my page
easy to navigate?”. If used properly this is a well functional navigating aid. The most
common frame problem is not the actual creating of them but the use. According
Flanders and Willis, (1998), not all sites need frames. Frames if not well carried out
tend to make the customers’ browser crash at unpredictable times. Frames cut up
already small screen real estate into even smaller segments. They also cause the page to
load slower, which causes visitors to go away. Moreover, many search engines have
problems indexing sites with frames. A good substitute for frames is tables. Many
frames can be moved into tables instead, to reduce the number of frames. If there still is
a use for frames in the site they should be used sparsely to avoid the above problems.

Consumers infer information about quantity, quality, and variety of products from the
brand names or reputation of the physical store. Unfortunately, not all products available
in the merchant’s catalogue or real store are available online. This leads to
disappointment with the customer. Customers prefer a large product selection. The
number of products in a store explains 17% of all variance in store traffic but has no
effect on sales according to a survey made by Lohse and Spiller. This implies big stores
are less effective than small stores at converting traffic into sales, perhaps because
consumers are not finding the products they seek in large stores. The authors measured
32 interface features for 28 online retail stores in August 1996. (ibid)

2.1.5 Web Organisation Structures

Websites are built around basic structural themes. These fundamental architectures
govern the navigational interface of the Website and mold the user’s mental models of
how the information is organised. Four essential structures can be used to build a
Website: sequences, grids, hierarchies, and Webs. (Horton & Lynch, 1999)

The simplest way to organise information is to place it in a sequence. In a sequential site
the reader is expected to go through a fixed set of material and the only links are those
that support the linear path. A sequential site is most useful for less complex sites.
Sequential ordering may be chronological, a logical series of topics progressing from the
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general to the specific, or alphabetical, as in indexes, encyclopaedias, and glossaries.
Many procedural manuals, lists of university courses, and medical case descriptions are
best organised as a grid. Grids are good ways to correlate variables. To create a
successful grid site, the individual units must share a highly similar structure of topics
and subtopics, so the audience understands the nature and the overall structure. Grid
topics often have no particular hierarchy of importance. In the Web structure the goal is
often to mimic associative thought and the free flow for ideas, allowing users follow
their interests in a unique, heuristic, idiosyncratic pattern. This organisational pattern
develops with dense links both to information elsewhere in the site and to information at
other sites. Webs works best for small sites aimed at highly educated or experienced
users looking for further education or enrichment and not for a basic understanding of a
topic. (ibid)

Information hierarchies are the best way to organise most complex bodies of
information. Websites are usually organised around a single home page, therefore
hierarchical schemes are more suited to Website organisation. Since hierarchical
diagrams are familiar in corporate and institutional life, most users find the hierarchical
structure easy to understand. A hierarchical organisation also imposes a useful discipline
on our own analytical approach to your content, because hierarchies are practical only
with well-organised material. “When it comes to e-commerce any organisation needs a
hierarchy of importance, if only to determine basic navigation structures for the user.”
(ibid)

2.1.6 Creating a Hierarchical Web page

When it comes to e-commerce any organisation needs a hierarchy of importance, if only
to determine basic navigation structures for the user. Most "chunks" of information can
and should be ranked in importance and organised by the degree of interrelationship
among units. Once a logical set of priorities is determined, a hierarchy can be built from
the most important or most general concepts, down to the most specific or optional
topics. Hierarchical organisations are virtually a necessity on the Web, because most
home page-and-link schemes depend on hierarchies, moving from the most general
overview of the site (the home page), down through submenus and content pages that
become increasingly more specific. 6

After the site is created, it should be should analysed, its aesthetics, and the practicality
and efficiency of the organisational scheme. No matter what organisational structure that
is chosen for the Website, proper World Website design is largely a matter of balancing
the structure and relationship of menu or "home" pages and individual content pages or
other linked graphics and documents. The goal is to build a hierarchy of menus and
pages that feels natural to the user, and doesn't interfere with their use of the Website or
mislead them. Websites tend to grow almost organically, and often overwhelm what was
originally a reasonable menu scheme. WWW sites with too shallow a link hierarchy
depend on massive menu pages that over time devolve into confusing "laundry lists" of
unrelated information, listed in no particular order. (Horton & Lynch, 1999)

                                                
6 http://info.med.yale.edu/caim/manual/contents.html (1999-05-20
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2.1.7 Menus

Menu schemes can be too deep, burying information beneath too many layers of menus.
Nested menus, where the customer sometimes has to open many folders before you hit
any content documents are crucial. Menus lose their value if they don’t carry at least four
or five links; text or list-based menu pages can easily carry a dozen links without
overwhelming the user or forcing users to scroll through long lists. Having to navigate
through many layers of nested menus before reaching any real content is infuriating and
unnecessary. (ibid)

If the Website is actively growing, the proper balance of menus and pages is a moving
target. User feedback (and analysing the company’s own use of the Website) can help
decide if the menu scheme has outlived its usefulness or has poorly designed areas.
Complex document structures require deep menu hierarchies, but users should never be
forced into page after page of menus if direct access is possible. The goal is to produce a
well-balanced hierarchical tree that facilitates quick access to information and helps
users understand how you have organised things. (ibid)

A uniform format for organising and presenting your information allows users to apply
their past experience with the site to future searches and explorations, and allows users
to predict how an unfamiliar section of the Website will be organised. Concise chunks
of information are better suited to the computer screen, which provides a only limited
view of long documents. Very long Web pages tend to be disorienting, because they
require the user to scroll long distances and remember the organisation of things that
have scrolled off-screen. (Horton, Taylor, Ignacio & Hoft, (1996)

2.1.8 Product Information and Colour

What kind of unique information can a Website bring to entice consumer to visit and
stay. Cigar sites can inform on how to light a cigar, record companies can let the
customer listen to songs and tell them all about the artists, cooking sites can post recipes
and auto sites can let you see images of the cars currently. According to Flanders &
Willis, (1998) this is extremely imperative when selling online, “The name of the game”
as they put it. The general idea is that the product needs to be described for the
customer, by images or other sort of information and with a creative approach, use well
thought through links. As in the example with the recipes, where it can be useful to put
in links to the different ingredients and tools being used.

Colour is an important topic when designing Websites. (Flanders & Willis, 1998)
Colour plays a vitally important role in the world in which we live. Colour can sway
thinking, change actions, and cause reactions. It can irritate or soothe eyes, raise blood
pressure or suppress appetite. As a powerful form on communication, colour is
important. Red means "stop" and green means "go." Traffic lights send this universal
message. Likewise, the colours used for a product, Website, business card, or logo cause
powerful reactions. Colour sends a subliminal message, one that plays a role in success
or failure. There are 216 “safe” colours a designer can use that will be seen by both
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Windows and Macintosh users without the image being dithered (messed up). Normally
the pre-existing logo is used as a norm, both for recognition and ease.7

As an example light colours impart a feeling if spaciousness and serenity, and signs in
bright colours create excitement. (Solomon and Askegaard, 1999) The handling of
combination of colours is especially delicate. (Flanders & Willis, 1998) The biggest sin
is to use insufficient brightness contrast. Since discussing colours is difficult and no real
general rules can apply it is easier to look at common mistakes. It is also a common
mistake to pay attention only to aesthetics and use colour for colour sake without a
specific plan or colour scheme. Also a major problem is assigning different colours to
the same type or the same colour to different types. Neither is it good to create large
fields of saturated colour or use too many colours. So how many colours should be
used? Since colour is important for segmenting the image and for directing attention,
overuse of colour will confuse the user. There are a wide variety of estimates on the
maximum number of colours. Common values include 4-6, 3-7 and 5-11. The time
required to search for information slowed after the use of 6 colours, but it is possible to
increase the number to nine colours, as long as they were widely separated. It’s not
clear, however, whether this advice is talking about hues, or combinations of hue and
saturation. Though it is acceptable to use more colours if the design has desaturated
colours.8

2.1.9 Mistakes of Webpage Creation

The Web authors Horton, Taylor, Ignacio & Hoft, (1996) claim that the eight most
common mistakes when creating a Webpage are as listed below:

• Over designing
The Web is a medium for creative expression. Unfortunately some Web authors take
the need for creative expression too far, putting it above their users’ needs for
information. Often Web readers would rather be informed than entertained would
rather have their questions answered than their senses dazzled.

• Failing to test
Nothing you fail to test will ever work. Even things that have been tested will
sometimes go wrong. So test. Test again. Test the test. Test at midnight. Test at high
noon and imperatively test the pages the way users will access them.

• Not maintaining the Web pages
Are links still valid? Is the content stale? Is the last revised date and the revised date
in the signature more than six months ago? With an infrequently updated site the
visit of customers/readers will decline.

• Trying too hard to self-promote
Users want content. They want to know about the company that has the site, but they
need more than sales pitch.

                                                
7  http://www.lava.net/~colorcom/entercolormatters.html
8 http://www.ergogero.com/FAQ/Part5/15Mistakes.html
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• Enormous Graphics
Remember the users with poor equipment. It shouldn’t take to long to load and
shouldn’t be so big that one need to scroll to see all of it.

• Words, words, words
Just as bad as enormous graphics are pages that are nothing but wall-to-wall words.
Web pages are not paper pages. Expectations for Web pages are set more by TV and
video games tan by novels. If there are lot of word, they should be turned into tables
and lists that users can skim and scan, without having to read in detail and include
meaningful, appropriate sized graphics.

• Thinking locally, publishing globally
What is a petroleum engineer in Rio to make of a page that begins with the
American okay gesture (circle formed be thumb and forefinger), which in South
America has an obscene meaning? The Internet eliminates boundaries.

• Learning too little
Not knowing enough about for example HTML or the structure design of Web
pages.
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2.2 Customer Service

The Internet offers a whole new way to communicate with the customers that will
change the way business are being made. It also offers a whole new way to establish
rapport with the customers. Many things such as answering customer questions, solving
customer’s problems, and selling additional products to the customers can now be
computerised. The most important reason for Web-based customer service is the
feasibility of proffering full-time availability. New trends in business call for 24-hour
accessibility. If the task is to find the right answers in a database, the solution is to let
the customers look for it themselves. (Sterne, 1996)

Web merchants and other companies are spending piles of cash on their online presence,
but many customers still feel as if they are stuck in a department store after closing time
and there is no help to be found. (Karpinski, 1999) In order to be successful merchants
must look at things from the perspective of the customer. Customers will patronise
suppliers who provide more benefits in the shopping experience than detriments.
(Abramson and Hollingshead)

Tweney (1998) states that anyone who has used the Internet to purchase retail items
knows that customer service is poor, if not non-existent on the majority of commerce
sites. On the other hand Abramson and Hollingshead claim that the lack of personal
contact offered by on-line purchasing allows consumers to maintain their privacy while
receiving a high degree of customer service.

2.2.1 Customer Contact

Customer contact personnel are in regular contact with the customers. Through this
interaction, they come to understand a great deal about customers’ expectations and
perceptions. If the information they know can be passed on to top management, top
managers understanding of their customers may improve.

Staff responsiveness to the customer service link is critical. The customer wants careful,
continuous, useful communication, across geographic barriers, 24 hours a day, 365 days
per year. Service includes sales clerk service for merchandise selection, answers to
frequently asked questions (FAQ’s) and credit, return, and payment policies. (Lohse &
Spiller, 1998) Customers want help with product selection (such as size, colour,
fabrics), gift services, contract information for sales representatives, a FAQ section for
speedy answers, information about security of their transactions, company return,
payment, and credit policies, information about shipping and handing-costs, guarantees,
and statements about product quality. The floods of customer e-mail can create a
customer relation’s disaster when companies do not respond quickly. One way to reduce
the barrage of e-mail is to use a FAQ section. (ibid)

The Web offers customers a way to shop quickly and efficiently. But not every site
meets that ideal. Some retail companies use the Web to reduce their per-customer costs.
One way they do this is to eliminate the need to pay salespeople that give personal
attention to each customer. Tweney (1998) and Williams (1997) means that companies
on the Internet are represented by computers and not by people. Therefore, computers
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must recreate the warm, fuzzy sales experience that would occur in the physical space
over this electronic medium. According to Tweney (1998) personal service will always
be better in person than over the Internet. Some sites are missing that key element:
salespeople. Good salespeople assess a customer’s wants, needs, and means, answer
their questions, propose relevant products and packages, listen to feedback, make
intelligent incentive offers, and close transactions. And customers will return because of
the positive experience they had purchasing the first time around. (Williams, 1997)

2.2.2 Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s

The FAQ’s is a place of introduction. FAQ means frequently asked questions. It
provides the fundamentals and lets the casually curious as well as the intent hunter-
seeker come up to speed as quickly as possible. The organisation of a FAQ page
deserves serious thought. Those that are well organised will be used and save a great
deal of telephone time for both the customers and the companies. The FAQ must be
easy to find on the site. It should be easy to read all the Web documents. It must also be
easy to navigate and proper expectations must be set so customers do not spend their
time looking, only to be disappointed. The shorter the FAQ are the less potential help it
will be and lower the value. Dates containing last updates should not be published if the
company is not planning to keep the FAQ page fresh. The pointer to the FAQ may be on
the homepage as a stand-out-button. It may then be one of the items on the button bar of
every page. It should also be tied into all other documents on the site via hyperlinks, so
people can find the FAQ drilling down into product information. (Sterne, 1996)

2.2.3 Search Tool

There is nothing more aggravating than looking for something on a Website and coming
up empty. Especially if you know it is there from a previous visit. Therefore is it
important that all serious Websites of any size offer a search tool. It should be accessible
from the homepage and it should be accessible from any page on the site. It should be
powerful and it should be easy to use. Placing a search icon on your homepage and a
search button on the generic, site-wide button bar is straightforward and easy to do. The
customers are much more interested in finding the right information fast than the wrong
information faster. (ibid)

2.2.4 E-mail Policies

E-mail is the glue that cements the Internet together. As wonderful as file transfers are
and as great as the Web is, it is e-mail that is the common denominator and the most
powerful tool we have. The true joy of e-mail is that it blows away time constraints. E-
mails fall between the spoken word and the written word. It is fast it; is spontaneous.
The best way is to create a company policy for using e-mail. The company should
emphasise clarity and professionalism and also apply the same rules to the company’s e-
mail capability as they do to the phone, the fax, and the copy machine. Responding to a
customer comment, question, or complaint via e-mail requires the same care used when
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responding over the phone and in writing. (ibid) Automatic e-mail notification when an
order is actually shipped. (Cleaver, 1999)

A more basic but no less important task is managing the inbound flow of e-mail. E-mail
may be the primary communication medium of Web commerce, but some sites are
finding it necessary to provide real-time interaction by enhancing their chat products to
more directly address Web customer service. (Karpinski, 1999) As Collins (1998)
explains, now as more individuals and organisations connect to international networks,
they are coming to expect an enhanced level of performance from service and
information providers. A person who is used to instance response time around the globe
is no longer willing to wait days or even hours for a query to be acknowledged.

2.2.5 Customer Complaints

People’s willingness to complain and the way that they do it have changed dramatically
over recent years. Even though most people do not bother complaining, there is a
noticeable rise in complaints in recent years. Therefore it is important to handle the
complaints in a good way. Good complaint handling is a vital element of customer
service. In some areas where providers compete to supply a technically similar service,
customer care is an area where an extra effort can make one company stand out from the
crowd. Good complaint handling can also provide opportunities to generate good PR
and – at least as important – can avoid some of the worst PR traps. Good complaints
handling also reduces the risk that people will turn to one of the alternatives – of which
the most obvious is legal action. (Williams, 1996)

2.2.6 Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence, AI, is a technology that enables the automation of human
reasoning processes, such as communicating with natural language, making judgements,
and solving problems. Artificial intelligence is an automated sales agent that answers
questions for interested consumers, makes product or service suggestions based on
customer information and manages the overwhelming volume of electronic messages
that often follows a successful Website opening. (ibid) One form of Artificial
intelligence is ”product advisory function”, a program that asks logical questions based
on the product category that the customer is exploring to help the customer make a more
informed choice and to feel more comfortable. If the customer is, for example, buying a
tent and doesn’t know what kind, this program will ask, ”Where will you be camping?
With how many people?”. And this will narrow down the number of choices. (Cleaver,
1999) On the other hand AI does not perform well at high-user volumes, which could
force a company to re-implement with more robust software at the worst possible time,
as their site is becoming successful. (Abbott, 1998)

2.2.7 Return Policies

Almost everything can be bought online but returning things is a different story. That
process appears to be an undeveloped piece of many electronic-commerce sites.
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Although there is no evidence that shoppers are shunning Web stores because of that,
observers said it could hurt online retailers over time. Customers want to be able to get
on a Website and somehow let the company know that they are sending back a product.
Instead, they may be required to pick up the phone and talk to a customer service
representative. And if shoppers prefer to save shipping costs by returning their online
purchases at a brick-and mortar store, they often cannot do that, either. (Cole-Gemolski
& Sliwa, 1999) Notifying customers of online return policies will be one key to avoid
this kind of confusion. (Machlis, 1997),

2.2.8 Eight ways to Great Customer Service on the Internet

According to Sterne (1996) there are eight main issues to consider when looking at
customer service online;

1. Recognise that the World Has Changed.
 The Web represents a fundamental shift in the way businesses communicates.
Bringing customers into a company through the Web will cause changes throughout
the organisation.
 

2. Post a Frequently Asked Questions Document.
 An amazing number of calls to a company revolve around the same issues. By
talking to the people who answer the phone the company can find out what those
questions are, and then post the answers on the Website for all to see.
 

3. Respond to the e-mails.
 The Internet is a communication tool rather than a broadcast medium. When
customers use e-mail instead of the telephone, there is a need for somebody to
respond to their questions. The e-mail should be answered in line with the
company’s e-mail policy.
 

4. Create a Place for Discussion.
 Take advantage of bulletin boards and e-mail lists to give the customers a place to
have online discussions. They know things about using a company’s products and
they can help each other use the products better. It is also a great way to learn what
the customers are thinking.
 

5. Track the Customers’ Visits.
 Keep logs of what your customers look at, how they navigate and what they search
for. This will give the company a clue about the customers’ interests and how easy
the site is to use.
 

6. Provide Access To As Much Information As Possible.
 The ideal Website has so much information that everybody who comes there can
find something that helps/interests them. Every time a company comes up with more
tips, advice or pointers they should be aware that it is posted on their Website. Make
the site the vault of all knowledge and the customers will get used to looking there
first.
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7. Give Customers Access to Live Information.
 The customers want to know more than just what colours the products come in.
They want to know the time it takes to deliver their products, if the problem they
reported has been solved and if the new version will be out soon.
 

8. Treat Your Customers like Individuals.
The customers are unique. Track them all as individuals. The Website can recognise
individuals and treat them as such. It is time to put that database technology to a new
purpose.
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3 Conceptualisation and Emerged Frame of Reference

his chapter includes the conceptualisation and the emerged frame of reference
of this study. The conceptualisation is based on the previous studies presented
in chapter two and the research questions in chapter one. The frame of
reference presented at the end of this chapter explains the connection between
the purpose and the research questions of this thesis.

3.1 Conceptualisation

Research Question One; How Can Layout And Design of Websites as a Purchasing
Environment be Described?

Regarding the first research question we are going to use the below listed authors
previous studies which will be combined into an eclectic list. This eclectic list is based
on following authors studies; Horton & Lynch, (1999), Flanders and Willis, (1998),
Horton and Lynch, (1997), Horton, Taylor, Ignacio & Hoft, (1996), Solomon and
Askegaard, 1999, Lohse & Spiller, (1998) and a source from Internet
http://www.ergogero.com. The reason for this selection is that these studies were the
most recent and specific ones.

Home Page
- What is shown at the top of the home page?
- How is the homepage used in the site?
- How is the content posted at the homepage?
- Does it show the visitor the content of the site?
- How does the homepage indicate to the visitor how to find that content?
- How is news and information posted at the homepage/ site?

Menus
- Too deep?
- Opening many files is required?
- Contains too few links?
- Direct access to all pages?
 
Graphics Links and Frames
- Does the site contain enormous graphics? Where and in what way?
- How are links used within the site?
- Imagemaps, text-links, blocks of text links, graphics?
- Are links still valid?
- Is the content stale?
- Is the last revised date in the revised date in the signature more than six months ago?
- How are frames used?
- How is the balance between graphic imagemaps and blocks of text-based links?

Design versus Information
- Is the site over designed?

T
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Navigation
- Does the navigation within the site match the users expectations?
- Is there a consistence in the navigation and how?

Words
- Too much text?

Scrolling
- Is the site disorienting?

Colour
- Colour Contrast?
- Colours Used?

Product Information
- How are the products described?
- Sufficient descriptions?
- Easy to understand the product characteristics?

Product Range
- Product range compared to traditional stores?

3.1.2 Research Question Two; How is Customer Service Handled Online?

Concerning the second research question the below listed authors previous studies will
be combined into an eclectic list. The eclectic is based on following authors studies;
Sterne, (1996), Lohse & Spiller, (1998), Karpinski, (1999), Williams, (1997), and
Machlis, (1997).

Frequently Asked Questions FAQ
- Easy to find, read, navigate, understand?
- Matches expectations
- Relevant Questions?
- Extensive?
- Last updates?
- Links to pages within the site? If how?
- Tied into other documents?

E-mail
- How long answering time?
- E-mail notification when ordering?
- Easy to complain with Internet?
- Is there a possibility to search the site? Well function?

Search Tool
- Accessible from the homepage?
- Easy to use?
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Place for Discussion.
- Do the site offers a place for discussion/chat?

Information
- Artificial intelligence?
- Information about return policies?

3.2 Emerged Frame of Reference

Based on the research questions and the purpose of this thesis that is stated in chapter
one, we have created a frame of reference. The Figure 3.1 below shows the connection
between the research questions and the purpose of this study.

RQ 1
Layout and

Design

RQ 2
Customer

Service

The Purchase
Environment

On the Internet

The Emerged Frame of Reference of This ThesisFigure 3.1
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4 Methodology

n this chapter will we discuss and justify methodological issues connected to our
research.

4.1 Research Purpose

The research can be classified into three basic purposes exploratory, descriptive and
explanatory.

An explorative research is suitable when a problem is difficult to demarcate, and when you
have not got a clear apprehension about what model to use and which characteristics and
relations are important. (Eriksson, Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) An exploratory research is
usually conducted with the expectation that subsequent research will be required to provide
such conclusive evidence. Descriptive research is often used when a problem is well
structured and there is no intention to investigate cause/effect relations. (ibid)  You know
what you want to find, but do not know the answers. (Zikmund, 1994) Different kinds of
statistical selections and analysis are usually used during this kind of investigation.
(Eriksson, Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) An explanatory research’s purpose is to identify cause-
and-effect relationships between variables. Experiment is the most common method in
explanatory researches. (ibid) However since it is our aim to provide conclusions at the end,
it can be stated that we will also begin to explain.

The research purpose of this thesis is exploratory and descriptive since we are going to
investigate how Web pages are being constructed in order to gain customer satisfaction. In
other words to investigate the effectiveness of the online shopping environment on Web
pages. Since we are not going to investigate any causal relationship can our research not be
classified as an explanatory research, therefore have we excluded that kind of research.

4.2 Research Approach

The nature of the investigation determines the research approach of a study. The different
research approaches are qualitative and quantitative approaches.

Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
In the social sciences there are two different methodological approaches, qualitative and
quantitative (Holme & Solvang, 1991). Both approaches have their strengths and
weaknesses and neither one of the approaches can be held better than the other can. The
best research method to use for a study depends on that study’s research problem and the
accompanying research questions. (Yin, 1994) One typical characteristic of qualitative
studies is that they to a large extent are founded on description, that is, on the involved
person’s own description, emotions and reactions.

I
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We have used a qualitative method when conducting our empirical study since it was the
alternative that best suited our research questions. We find that looking deeper and more in
detail at a few Web pages will help us answer our research questions better than doing a
superficial investigation, as can be achieved when conducting a quantitative approach.

4.3 Research Strategy

According to Yin (1994) there are five primary research strategies in the social sciences.
These include experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories, and case studies. An
experiment is not feasible, since we have no intention to investigate cause/effect relations,
which an experiment often is used for. A neither suitable because it would have limited us
to investigate what we have intended to investigate, since we could not go as deep into a
Web page and study it in detail Histories also not usable because the lack of previous
studies. An archival analysis is not either used.

A case study is an exploratory research technique that intensively investigates one or a few
situations similar to the problem situation. The advantage of the case study is that it can be
used to study an object in detail. (Zikmund, 1994) When conducting a case study, one or
few objects can be observed from different angles. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 1997)
According to Yin (1994), a case study approach should be used when how or why questions
are being asked about a contemporary set of events over which the researcher has little if
any control. Since we are going to investigate the Web pages from different angles and our
study is based on research questions of how character, we chose to do a case study
approach.

4.4 Data Collection

According to Yin (1994) case studies can be based on six different sources of evidence:
documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation, and
physical artifacts. Yin (1994) states that a case study data collection gives the opportunity to
use a number of different sources of evidence. This use of multiple sources of evidence
means that the researcher has the opportunity to obtain many different sources of evidence
of the same phenomenon. This is what Yin (ibid.) refers to as ”triangulation” when adds to
the validity of one investigation.

The information in our case studies is primarily obtained through direct observation and
documentation. Yin (1994) lists some strengths and weaknesses of documentation and
direct observation as shown in the figure below. Direct observations might be made
throughout a field visit, including those occasions during which other evidence is being
collected. Observational evidence is often useful in providing additional information about
the topic being studied. (Yin, 1989) A direct observation can be done either by
measurement or interpretation. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997) In our case study we
are going to interpret how layout and design affect customers when shopping online and
how customer service is handled online.
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According to Yin (1994), phenomena of interest that have not been purely historical, as in
our case, might have some relevant behaviours or environmental conditions that will be
available for observation. Such observations serve as yet another source of evidence in a
case study. Yin (1994) states that documentation can take many forms and should be the
object of explicit data collection plans. Documentation can be done in areas such as letters,
agendas, administrative documents, formal studies, and news clippings including other
articles appearing in the mass media. We consider a Web page similar to an article, because
you can return to a Web page and you will find the same content every time, with
reservations for updates.

We are not going to do interviews in our empirical investigation since it is not suitable in
the chosen investigation. We are also not going to use archival records in our study because
it is more suitable in a quantitative approach. It is neither of current interest to do
participant observations or physical artefacts since they are more common in
anthropological studies, when studying different cultural or subcultural groups.

We performed the data collection by using a ”checklist” where all factors that were to be
investigated were listed. The checklist was followed, and the researchers took notes about
every thing that was to be considered due to the checklist, during the observation. These

Source: Adapted from Yin (1994)

Sources of Evidence: Strengths and Weaknesses of Documentation and Direct
Observation

Table 4.1

Adapted from Yin (1994) p. 80

• Stable: can be reviewed
repeatedly

• Unobtrusive: not created as
a result of the case

• Exact: contains exact
names, references and
details of an event.

• Broad coverage: long span
of time, many events, and
many settings

DOCUMENTATION

DIRECT
OBSERVATION

SOURCE OF
EVIDENCE

WEAKNESSES

• Reality: covers events in
real time

• Contextual: covers context
of event

• Retriverability: can be
low

• Biased selectivity: if
collection is incomplete

• Reporting bias: reflects
(unknown) bias of
author

• Access: may be
deliberately blocked

STRENGTHS

• Time consuming
• Selectivity: unless

broad coverage
• Reflexivity: event may

proceed differently
because it is being
observed

• Cost: hours needed by
human observers
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notes were compiled one by one and were then put together in the empirical chapter. During
the observation the researchers were placed at different locations so they would not
influence each other.

4.5 Sample Selection

According to Zikmund (1994) there are two alternative groups to take a sample: Probability
sampling: Samples from a population is taken, where every element has a known non-zero
probability of being selected, ideally an equal one for each element. Non-Probability
sampling: Samples taken without knowing the probabilities of any particular member
chosen from the population considered, so the selection relies basically on personal
attachments. We have chosen to investigate two company’s Websites are practising in the
e-commerce business SAS (Scandinavian Airline System), and H&M (Hennes och
Mauritz). Both are amongst the most well known companies in Sweden. The H&M site is
listed among the ten top listed homepages in Sweden according to Veckans affärer number
43, (1999) p. 49. SAS has conducted an extensive campaign on trying to become the market
leader when it comes to e-commerce within their business. The companies are also
operating in different industries, services and traditional, which adds one more aspect to the
investigation.

4.6 Data Analysis

Yin (1994) states that every case study should start with a general analytical strategy. These
general analytical strategies with regards to case studies provide the researcher with a
system by which he/she can set priorities for what it is they need to analyse and why. The
way in which the data will be analysed is very important for any research study. For this
study, it will involve the analysis of the conducted direct observations.

We started the analysis with a within case analysis where we analysed the empirical
findings gathered from the direct observations of each case with the literature review. Then
a cross case analysis was conducted, which means that you compare the information in the
different cases, that was received in the within case analysis, with each other in order to see
any matching.

4.7 Validity and Reliability

When conducting qualitative research it is often difficult to ensure the validity and
reliability, because usually more abstract subjects and variables are researched and also
because personal experiences and perceptions are involved. (Patel & Davidson, 1991)
Validity can shortly be defined as the ability, of the measuring instrument, to measure what
you really intend to measure. (Carlsson, 1996) Similar formulations can be found by others
authors. The validity in our empirical study might have been affected by different factors. In
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order to improve the validity/ reliability we used two different computers during the
research.

In order to see if the result would differ between the researchers, the computer differed with
the size of the monitor and the speed. Speed means the ability of the computers to perform
different tasks when operating. We used a computer with a 14” monitor and one with a 17”
monitor. The computer with the larger monitor was the quickest one. Since a slow computer
takes more time to load a page and the pictures are smaller than on a big one, it was
interesting to see if that had any impact on the researcher that used the slower computer, in
a way that gives the researcher a negative understanding of the Web page.

Reliability means that a measuring instrument shall provide reliable and stable results
(Wiedersheim & Eriksson, 1991). Yin (1994) stresses that reliability exists if a later
investigator followed exactly the same procedures as described by an earlier investigator
and conducted the same case study all over again, the later investigator should arrive at the
same findings and conclusions. Yin (1994) further claims that the goal of reliability is to
minimise the errors and biases in a study. A high reliability implies that the procedure of
data collecting, in our case the investigation of Websites can be repeated with the same
result. If another person should make the same investigation, in the same manner, the
results and conclusions should be the same. (ibid)

Yin (1994) states to increase the reliability of observational evidence, a common procedure
is to have more than a single observer making an observation, whether of the formal or the
casual variety. Thus, when resources permit a case study investigation should allow for the
use of multiple observers. Therefore we decided to both observe the Web pages. To
increase the reliability even more we did the observation separately in order to not influence
each other.

Because different investigators have different knowledge, it can be a big difference between
separate investigators when doing an observation. (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1991) In
order to minimise those differences we have designed the checklist with detailed
explanations about the points to be investigated, so the researchers would not
misunderstand the points. Every point has then been reviewed in a dialog between the
researchers in order to be sure that they have fully understood the meaning of the points that
were to be investigated.
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5 Data Presentation

his chapter will include the collected data gathered from direct observation of the
sample companies’ Websites.

5.1 Hennes and Mauritz, H&M

Hennes & Mauritz, H&M was established in 1947. H&M sells clothes and cosmetics in
more than 576 stores in 12 countries in Europe. The business concept is "Fashion and
quality at the best price. In Scandinavia H&M Rowells AB sells fashion by mail order. Half
the production is in Europe, the rest predominantly in Asia. H&M has 15 production offices
around the world; seven in Europe and eight in Asia. The group has approximately 17,000
employees. The turnover in 1998 was 26.6 billion SEK.

When visiting H&M’s site, the homepage introduce you to the site. You face a page with
white background with grey text with fashion photos of models, a menu, links, and frames
in black, white and red, the colours of H&M. The fashion photos as well as the photo in the
frame changes when clicking on the H&M banner. Nothing is moving on homepage and no
bright lights are flashing. The homepage of H&M’s Website is shown below in figure 5.1.

T

The Homepage of H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.1
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5.1.1 Research Question One; Layout and Design

The Homepage
The top of the home page, the thirty inches square, is created so that main menu, the logo
are exposed. At the top of the homepage there is a rectangular frame that changes every
time you click at the picture or every time you refresh the site. The homepage gives an
overview of the entire site. It offers the visitor different choices depending of their interests.
The homepage does not uses the whole screen to post news and information, it just uses a
part of it, as shown in picture 5.1. There is nothing extra or special but the basic theme. The
site also provides external links to other sites such as Rocky Bad Idea.

The content is posted through menus and photos on the homepage. The information given
at the homepage about the content of the site is extensive. Not all information in the site
were provided at the homepage. The homepage gives an overview of the site. Almost all of
the different topics and department are briefly presented. The menu helps the visitor to find
the content at H&M’s site. The homepage present different interest groups to the visitor:
shop online, design and fashion and company information. Those three are the main topics
presented in the centre of the homepage. For example shop online, where you i.e. can
choose to look at women or men clothes or company info if you want information about the
company. Before the site was updated there were pictures of both Milla and Steve at the
homepage. After the update the homepage presented only photos of Steve, the male model.
When entering the site the three pictures of the models, the imagemaps, under each picture
is an accompanying menu.

There are no information provided at the homepage. The information is accessible through
links. Information about the company is posted via a link at the homepage under Company
Information. When following that link the visitor can read about stock exchange quotation
and press information. News about i.e. the fall collection are posted as different links under
“shop online”, which can be found at the homepage. These links transfer you to different
garment with descriptions about the article and the price of the article.

Menus
The menu at the homepage consists of many links so the visitor can find where different
information is posted. The menus are not very deep in general they carry 5-9 links. The
menu at the homepage gives access to all pages within the site. To find certain information
the observers had to open quite a few files to reach that information.

Graphics, Links, Frames, Graphic Imagemaps, and Blocks of Text-Based Links
The H&M site contains of numerous amounts of graphics but none is so big that it is really
slowing down the surfing. No page is considerate bigger than the others. HM uses two
different kind of frames, one along the top of the page and one frame menu on the left side.
The frame on the top was at a first glance thought of as decoration by both observers. At a
second glance the frame was also an imagemap leading the visitor back to the homepage it
also changes every time you click at the picture or every time you refresh the site. The other
frame on the left side of the homepage is a menu. When clicking on one of the topics the
subtopics appear. This makes it possible to see the links before or during the time when the
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new page is downloading. The frames divide the already small screen into smaller
segments. The H&M’s pages do not take up the whole screen. The frames do not slow
down the process noticeably.

Both imagemaps and text links are represented at the site and take the same time to
download, when moving around the site. The visitor is given a choice, to either follow the
pictures that he/ she sees or the text that he/she reads. There are no blocks of text-links.
H&M has created short stories that carries different kind of links to where to by the clothes
that is written about in the story. There are no enormous graphics that takes time to
download. All links are valid within the site and transfer you where they should transfer
you. The content at the site has been changed during the research period. New photos were
added and some new products. The company states that the site is updated continuously but
there ate no information about last updates. Graphic imagemaps are accompanied with text
links at the site. There are no blocks of text-based links at H&M’s site

Design versus Information
At some pages within the site for example L.O.G.G sport, the garments are being described
but the picture of the garment is shown on a model in a way so it hardly shows what the
garment looks like, shown in figure 5.2 below.

Navigation
The menu at the homepage follows the visitor through the site but sometimes there is a need
to go back to the homepage in order to navigate the site. The pictures provided are not too
big and it does not take to long time to follow a link. One frustrating thing is the page
named ”kundkontakt” in Swedish that is impossible to find it again when you once have
visited it. (www.hm.com/store/kundinfo/se/customerinfo.asp) The navigation from the topic
Focus is also a little confusing. The sitepilot, offered at the site helps the navigation. When
clicking on the "Sitepilot", a new window will appear that gives a good overview of the site
and also works as a navigational tool. Click on the "+" sign in front of the section that you
are interested in and the subsections of this section will appear. If then clicking on one of
these sections, it will appear in the large window. The sitepilot is shown in figure 5.3.

A Blurry Picture at the H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.2
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Under the main topics similar navigation is used, same frames, similar menus and the same
way of presenting the information.

Colour
The background at the site is white and the text is grey. Other colours used at the site are
besides grey, white, red and black (except from the pictures). H&M uses the same colours
in the site and seems to have a specific plan when dealing with colours. It is the same
colours used as in the traditional stores. There is an obvious insufficient brightness
contrasts in-between the greyscale and the white. At some pages at the site it can be hard to
see the text because the pale grey colour of the text and the background run into each other
and makes the text fuzzy and hard to read. The use of white text in certain sections cases
the same problem. It feels more natural to click on the grey square in figure 5.4.

The Sitepilot of H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.3

A Colour Contrast Mistake of the H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.4
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Text and Scrolling
There is not much text at the site. H&M tend to rely upon text-links and graphics instead of
descriptive text. There are no really long Web pages within the site, but some pages are
longer than others are and require a little scrolling.

Product Information
Product information is mainly presented under two topics within the site, “Shopping
Online” and “Design and fashion”. Under “Shopping Online” the products are presented
with pictures and short text, which is also a link to the next step of buying the product. For
example a picture of a model wearing a T-shirt is shown underneath it says; Top. The text
and the picture are links to the next page where the T-shirt is presented along with similar
tops. The links from this page takes the visitor to a page where information about price,
colours, sizes and washing instructions are presented. It is also presented matching clothes
and accessories together with the products.

Under the second topic carrying product information, “design and fashion” the information
is presented in a different way. Here the products are described in an entertaining and
descriptive way. Short stories and different kind of entertainment, containing the products,
are presented. In most of this pages there are accompanying links to the “Shopping Online”,
where the clothes can be bought. Most of these links are imagemaps.

Under one subtopic “a day in her life” you can follow a girl during her day. By choosing
from her calendar you can share her experiences from the morning until the day ends, when
she eats lunch, working out on the gym, visit the art gallery etc. To most of these different
occasions you can look at the different garments in her wardrobe. A frustrating thing is that
you cannot find any links to where to buy the clothes that is presented in the wardrobe. The
clothes are shown in a mirror, as shown in the picture below, which can be mistaken for an
imagemap that leads to where to buy the garment. figure 5.5 below.

An Example of a Confusing Image at the H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.5
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Product Range
The product range is not that big as in regular stores. Only a limited number of products are
available at the site. The site offers clothes, accessories, makeup, styling products and more
but has not got the same assortment as regular stores. But there is a big difference to the
traditional stores that carries a huge variety of products. The homepage gives no indication
of how big the product range is. When following a link from shop online a page containing
information about the product range called product index is reached consisting links to all
products sold online.

5.1.2 Research Question Two; Customer Service

Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s
The site offers FAQ. The FAQ section is easy to find under “help” in the main menu at the
homepage. The help page is shown in figure 5.6.

Under help the visitor has to follow a link called “About the site” to reach the FAQ
information about the company such as payment, delivery, size-table and more. There is
much of information provided at the help page. The FAQ pages are very basic, easy to read,
easy to understand and the visitor quickly understands how to navigate the FAQ pages. The
menu at the left at the site follows you almost to every site you go to. The home page does
not carry links to the FAQ page. There is no information about last updates. The total
supply of FAQ’s is not very extensive. The FAQ’s themselves are relevant. The menu links

The Customer Service Webpage of the H&M’s Website
Source: http://www.hm.com 1999-09-29

Figure 5.6
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to a pages at the site and therefore links the FAQ pages together. The FAQ’s are not tied
into other documents.

E-mail and Order Notification
Observer 1 has sent two e-mails to H&M. The first one was sent on the 7th of October 1999
at 16,00 and has not been answered by October 29th 1999. The second e-mail that was sent
on the 24th of October 1999 at 19,00 has neither been answer by the 29th of October. Both e-
mails were sent to info@hm.com. Observer 2 sent an e-mail to H&M’s address
kundtjanst@hm.com. The e-mail was sent at the 26th of October 1999 at 00.28 AM and the
answer was received at 11.05 the same day.

The customer receives no automatic e-mail notification when the order is shipped. If you
want an e-mail notification when they receive your order you have to fill in your e-mail
address when you are ordering at the site.

Complaints
The site does not offer any kind of online discussion at the H&M page. If a customer want
to transfer their point of view are there three e-mail options, mailing either the Web master,
customer service or the H&M info. H&M also provides a phone number to customer
service. The information is easy to find with visibly clear links. The company does not
indicate how fast you will get an answer. There is no encouragement to complain.

Search tool, Artificial Intelligence and Return Policies
The site does not offer a search tool so there is no possibility to search the site. Artificial
intelligence does not exist at H&M’s site. There is information about return polices but it
does not say how you should do to if you want to return a garment. It just tells you how you
should do if you receive the wrong size or the wrong garment.
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5.2 Scandinavian Airline System, SAS

SAS was formed in 1946. It is a consortium consisting of the three national airlines SAS
Denmark A/S, SAS Norway ASA and SAS Sweden AB. SAS’s main task is to offer
competitive air connections within, between, to and from each of the three Scandinavian
countries, partly using its own aircraft, and partly together with selected partners. The
business concept is to offer the Scandinavian market a broad and profitable range of airline
based services, focusing particularly on business travel. Their priorities are safety,
punctuality and personal service. SAS traffic system is built up around nonstop routes to
and from the Scandinavian capitals and offers its customers a global traffic system. In 1998,
the SAS Group’s operating revenue was SEK 40.9 billion and its income after financial
items was MSEK 2,829. The SAS fleet consists of 181 aircraft: 22 Boeing 737-600, 14
Boeing 767s, 76 MD-80s, 24 DC-9s, 8 MD-90s, 20 Fokker 50s, 11 Fokker F-28s and 6
SAAB 2000s. (www.sas.se)

The first impression you get by looking at SAS homepage is that the site contains much
information. The first thing that you see are the links to online reservations and ongoing
campaigns that almost covers the entire homepage. The homepage is shown in figure 5.7.

The Homepage of the SAS’s Website
Source: http://www.sas.se 1999-09-29

Figure 5.7
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5.2.1 Research Question One; Layout and design

The Homepage
The homepage is bright with a white background. The colours used at the site are red, blue,
white and grey. The text is dark grey, except from the links that are blue. At the top left
corner of the homepage the logotype is shown in blue with the white letters SAS in it. At
the top there are eight links with blue letters; In the corner top right there is a red square
with white letters saying SAS News. Under the rectangle there are links ongoing
campaigns, and online reservations. The homepage, shown in figure 4:7, gives an overview
of the site and offer the visitor different topics to chose from depending the interest of the
visitors. The frame at the top of the page, which consists of links to different topics within
the site, follows the visitor throughout the site. The home page contains lots of information.
It has big blocks of text that tells the visitor about highlights and special offers and provides
links to different categories. There are no pictures on the home page. Exposed are menus
and text blocks and the company logo. Some of the links transfer the visitor to external
links to other sites that are related to SAS, such as Star alliance etc. That is represented
with the Star Alliance Logo on the bottom of the page. In most cases the visitor has to go
back to the homepage to go in to a new topic. The logo in the upper left corner is a link
back to the homepage. The homepage presents eight different kind of entries to the visitor;
About SAS, Travel service, Reservations, SAS pleasure, Eurobonus, SAS shopping, SAS
Cargo and SAS World wide. Those are represented through links at the homepage

There is information provided directly at the homepage. Company information is presented
at a page called About SAS, which the visitor can find by following a link at the homepage.
There the visitor can read the editorial report, the annual report, the environmental report
etc. News such as New offers and headlines are presented under ongoing campaigns at the
homepage, shown in figure 4:7. Under Press Centre an archive over the most resent press
releases can be found.

Menus
If following a link at the homepage the visitor will face an entire new menu at the next
page. When following the links further they get deeper into the site to a new menu. Each
menu within the site do not carry more than 7 links in general per page but each topic is
very extensive and deep, since it contains of much information. On each new page within
each topic new menus is presented.

Graphics Links, Frames and Imagemaps
The site does not contain big graphics that take long time to download. Though, some pages
take longer to download than others but not in a disturbing way. The different kinds of links
used in the site are text links, block of text-based links, menus and index menus. There are
no Imagemaps accompanying the text links. Imagemaps in general are used very sparsely
within the site. One of the few pages that contain imagemaps is www.sas.se/ungdom/se.

None of the observers could find a link that was not valid at SAS’s site. On most pages
there are no information about last updates. Both observers found a page under SAS
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shopping that had information about the last date the page was updated. The date was the
same when both observers visited the page 1999-10-01.

SAS is using frames. Mainly they use one at the top of the page. This frame is used alone
on the homepage. On other pages there are often two frames used, one at the top and
another on the left side. The one at the top carries the main menu with all the main topics
within the site. When used, the frame on the left side carries a table of the content under the
chosen topic. This table then stays with the visitor when looking through the pages under
this topic. The frames cut up the already small screen into even smaller segments. It does
not take long time to download the frames, they down load in the same speed as the rest of
the page. Blocks of text based links are used, but mainly on the homepage.

Design versus Information
The homepage contains no typical design items such as for example moving figures or
flashing lights. There are not that many pictures presented at the site. The pictures presented
at the site are of aircraft, tickets, and humans etc. The site contains of an extensive amount
of information mainly through text, not menus. The text is grouped in text groups with links
within the text and block of text based links. At some pages does the text covers the whole
page.

Colour
The colours that are used at the site are red, blue, white and grey. The background is white.
The colour of the text is readable on both computers used. All links are blue and when you
have visited a link it becomes purple indicating a previous visits.

Text and Scrolling
The site contains a lot of text especially at the homepage. Apart from the home page the rest
of the site contains less text and more menus are presented. Both observers found a lot of
pages that required scrolling. Some times more is needed some times less. For observer 1,
with a 14-inch screen more scrolling was necessary than for observer 2. Some scrolling is
needed at some pages since SAS tend to use a very small part of the screen, which leads to
long columns of text. It was on some pages necessary to scroll long columns of text.

Navigation
The site is big and consists of a great amount of pages. Each page consists of much
information. Frames menus, and the way of presenting information appears in different
ways on different pages. Mainly the way these things are used looks similar to the visitor
but does not function in the same way. For example the main menu changes into a different
menu which looks the same but in order to navigate the site the visitor has to go back to the
homepage, but on pages that carries the main menu it is possible to navigate the site
directly. The main menu at the homepage follows the visitor to parts of the site. In other
parts there are new menus that covers the pages under that specific topic.

A thing that frustrated the observers were how to reach the “standby platstillgång” page. By
following the link youth from the homepage the visitor transfers to a page where it says
Reservations for people under 26. This page, reservations for people under 26, contains no
link to the “standby platstillgång” page. In order to find the page the visitor has to go to the
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text link Sweden at the under the topic Youth at the homepage, see figure 6. By choosing
Sweden on the next page the visitor reaches the desired page.

Throughout the site the SAS logo in the upper left corner functions as a link back to the
homepage except from SAS Cargo. Under SAS Cargo, Youth / Sweden as well as the
Reservations/ Weekend trip, the logo appears in the same way as in the rest of the site but
does not function as a link. SAS labels the logo SAS with different titles underneath it. The
SAS Pleasure logo appears on different pages other than the pages under the SAS Pleasure
topic. On these pages the logo does not function as a link back to the homepage nor to the
SAS Pleasure topic.

Product/Service Information
There is no information about prices and rebates. The timetable is not connected with the
reservations. No information on group travels or travel with handicap as well as travelling
with animals were found. Descriptions about what is included and what is available in the
aircraft and what the customer can shop at the airport when travelling with SAS is provided
on a special page. There are information about meals and drinks onboard, entertainment,
how it is to travel with children, tax-free shopping, and other information about what is
offered onboard, such as newspapers and magazines etc.

Product /Service Range
Only by observing it is not possible to tell how big of a product range SAS has due to the
confusing presentation of products/services.  For example the flight timetable is shown
under Travel service, which is the only way to get an overview of the flights offered. Under
Reservation is it only possible to find information about the product/service if registering
with the company. They then give the customer a traveller ID and a password, with
exceptions of youth tickets. They are possible to reserve without login requirements.

When reserving a youth ticket the customer has to give his/hers personal identification
number. Without typing in the whole number it was, at the time of the research, not
possible to reserve a ticket. If a foreign person (youth) wants to reserve ticket he or she has
to phone their local office. Another thing that were observed was that it is not possible to
reserve all kind of tickets online for persons under 26 The visitor can only make
reservations to departures from Scandinavia online.

5.2.2 Research Question Two; Customer service

Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s
The FAQ’s only exists under Eurobonus, within that topic they are easy to read, find and
navigate. The observers found the questions relevant concerning the information displayed
there. Some answers contain more information than others do. There is no information
about last updates. The FAQ are not tied into other documents at other pages nor have any
related links at the page. There is no link or stand-out-button on the homepage that points to
the FAQ page. In other parts of the site the help is provided in other forms than FAQ’s.
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E-mail
A link named e-mail can be found under About SAS/Contact SAS. On this page following
information was given: “For fare information and other travel related questions/requests
please consult the SAS Reservations page.” Following this link it gives the visitor phone
and fax numbers, no e-mail address. Also posted is: “Customer Relations - Customer
Relations@notes.sas.se. Should you wish to inform us about your experience with SAS,
please send us an e-mail” Other e-mail addresses posted on the e-mail page are EuroBonus
Member Service, (EuroBonus members only), Euroshop, Euroshop Plus, SAS Wine Club
and SAS Flight Shop. Both observers chose to write to the customer relation address for
information since this seamed to be the most suitable one. Observer 1 sent an e-mail to SAS
Customer-Relations at 14.30, on the 29th of October 1999 and did not receive an answer.
Observer 2 sent an e-mail to SAS at 20,12, on the 21st of October 1999 and received the
answer at 09,17 on the 22nd, the day after.

Ordering Notification, Search tool and Place for Discussion
No information provided whether an e-mail notification is sent when the order is shipped.
There is no possibility to search the site through a search engine. Nor does the site offer any
kind of online discussion. But if a customer want to transfer their point of view SAS offers
an e-mail address to SAS’s Customer Relations where it is possible to share former
experiences with SAS. SAS also provides phone numbers to local offices and e-mail
address to the headquarters.

Return Policies, Artificial Intelligence and Information
When reserving a ticket online SAS provides information about the directions that goes
with that ticket. There is information about how to cancel your ticket etc. An artificial
intelligence does not exist at www.sas.com.
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6 Analysis

n this chapter we will compare the collected data from each case with the literature
review. First by doing a within case analysis as well as a cross-case analysis, where
we compare the two cases with each other.

6.1 Within-case Analysis

In this section we will compare the data collected from the direct observation of the
Websites with the previous studies presented in chapter two. The cases will be presented
separate from each other.

6.1.1 Hennes & Mauriz, H&M,

Research Question One; Layout and Design

The Homepage
At the top of H&M’s homepage frames, pictures, main menu, and imagemaps are
presented. This fits with what Horton and Lynch, (1999) recommended for the use of links
at the top of the homepage. The homepage gives an overview of the site. Almost all of the
topics and departments are briefly presented. The menu helps the visitor to find the content
at H&M’s site. This fits with what Flanders and Willis (1998) recommended about what a
homepages should convey to a visitor.

The homepage present different interest groups to the visitor: shop online, design and
fashion and company information. This verifies what the authors Horton and Lynch
recommended about steering audience into subtopic or special interest areas of the site. No
news or descriptive information is provided at the homepage. Information and news about
the company and the latest fashion are posted in the site through at link from the homepage.
This does not fit with what Horton and Lynch (1999) stated about taking advantage of the
high visibility of the homepage.

Menus
The menus are not very deep in general they carry 5-9 links. To find certain information the
observers had to open a few files to reach that information. The menu at the homepage
consists of many links so the visitor can find where different information is posted. The
menu at the homepage gives access to all pages within the site. This agrees with what the
authors Horton and Lynch (1999) stated about how a menu should be used in a homepage.

Graphics
The H&M site contains of numerous amounts of graphics but none is so big that it is really
slowing down the surfing. Both imagemaps and text-links are represented at the site and
take the same time to download. There are no blocks of text-links. This fits with the authors
Flanders and Willis (1998) recommendations.

I
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Links
All links are valid within the site. The company states that the site is updated continuously,
ant the observers noticed that since the photos at the homepage changed during the research
period, but there ate no information about last updates. This verifies what Horton, Taylor,
Ignacio & Hoft, (1996) recommended.

Frames
The frames function well and do not take long time to download. This fits with what
Flanders and Willis (1998) stated about frames. H&M use only a small part of the screen
and the frames tend to divide the already small screen into smaller segments.

Imagemaps and Text- links
Graphic imagemaps are accompanied with text links at the site. There are no blocks of text-
based links at H&M’s site. This fits with what Horton and Lynch  (1997) and Flanders and
Willis recommended.

Navigation
The menu at the homepage follows the visitor through the site but sometimes there is a need
to go back to the homepage in order to navigate the site. The sitepilot, offered at the site
helps the navigation. Under the main topics similar navigation is used, same frames, similar
menus with the same way of presenting the information. This verifies what Horton and
Lynch (1999) recommended about navigation.

Only one page at the site, “kundtjänst” appeared in an inconsistent way. Apart from this the
navigation was consitent throughout the site. Due to this we have concluded that it does
accomplish Horton and Lynch’s (1999) guidelines on consistence in the navigation.

Words
There is not much text at the site. H&M tend to rely upon text-links and graphics instead of
descriptive text. This verifies what Horton, Taylor, Ignacio & Hoft, (1996) claim
concerning about using long texts.

Scrolling
There are no really long Web pages within the site, but some pages are longer than others
are and require a little scrolling. This follows the recommendations by  Horton, Taylor,
Ignacio & Hoft, (1996).

Colour
The background at the site is white and the text is grey. The pale grey colour on the white
background makes the text hard to read. There is an obvious insufficient brightness contrast
between the greyscale and the white. This does not fit what the authors of the site
(http://www.ergogero.com/) recommend about the brightness contrast. H&M uses the same
colours in the site and seems to have a specific plan when dealing with colours. It is the
same colours used as in the traditional stores. This agrees with the recommendations of the
above mentioned authors. Light and bright colours are used throughout the site. This fits
what Solomon and Askegaard, 1999 says about light and bright colours.
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Design versus Information
The use of graphics, text, and links are used in such way so they do not take advantage of
the visibility and the overview of a page. This agrees with what Horton, Taylor, Ignacio &
Hoft, (1996) claim about not over designing. On the other hand the poor use of colour
contrast does get away of the visibility and the overview of a page, which is contradictory to
the recommendations of the same authors.

Product Information and Product Range
Under “Shopping Online” the products are described with the size, colour, price and
washing instructions. They are also presented with matching clothes and accessories.
“Design and fashion” contains product information in a descriptive and entertaining way.
This fit with what the authors Flankers and Willis (1998) recommend, apart from the
confusing use of imagemaps under “design and fashion”. Flanders and Willis states (1998)
that the li4nks should be used in a well thought through way. The way imagemaps were
used under “design and fashion” was very confusing to the observers and does not verify
what the authors stated.

The product range is not that big as in regular stores. Only a limited number of products are
available at the site. This does not fit with what Lohse & Spiller (1998) recommend.

Research Question Two; Customer Service

Frequently Asked Questions
The site offers FAQ. The FAQ section is easy to find under “help” in the main menu at the
homepage. The FAQ pages are very basic, easy to read, navigate, and to understand and the
visitor quickly understands how to navigate the FAQ-pages. The FAQ’s themselves are
relevant. The total supply of FAQ’s is not very extensive. There is no information about last
updates. The home page does not carry links to the FAQ page. The FAQ’s are not tied into
other documents. This fits with what Sterne (1996) recommends.

E-mail, Order Notification, Search Tool and Place for Discussion.
Observer 1 sent an e-mail to H&M’s e-mail address: info@hm.com and did not receive any
answer. Observer 2 sent an e-mail to kundtjanst@hm.com. This does not fit with what
Lohse & Spiller (1998) and Sterne (1996) recommend. The customer receives no automatic
e-mail notification when the order is shipped. This does not fit with what Cleaver (1999)
recommends. There is no possibility to search the site. This does not fit with what Sterne
(1996) recommends. The site does not offer any kind of online discussion at the H&M
page. If a customer want to transfer their point of view is there are three e-mail options to
choose from. This does not fit with what Sterne (1996) recommends about customer
service.

Artificial Intelligence and Return Policies
Artificial intelligence does not exist at H&M’s site. This does not fit with what Williams
(1997) recommends. There is information about return polices but it does not say how to do
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to if wanting to return a garment. It only tells how to do if wrong size or the wrong garment
have been received. This does not fit with what Machlis (1997) recommend.

6.1.2 Scandinavian Airlines System, SAS

Research Question One; Layout and Design

The Homepage
At the top left corner of the homepage the logotype is shown. At the top there are eight
links. In the corner top right there is a red square saying SAS News. Under the logo and the
main menu are links on online reservations. This fits with the recommendation by Horton &
Lynch (1999) for the use of links at the top of the homepage. The homepage, shown in
gives an overview of the site and offer the visitor different topics to chose from. The home
page contains lots of information. It has big blocks of text that tells the visitor about
highlights and special offers and provides links to different categories. Exposed are menus
and text blocks and the company logo. Some of the links transfer the visitor to external
links to other sites that are related to SAS, such as Star alliance etc. This fits with what
Flander & Willis (1998) recommend about what a homepage should convey to a visitor.

The homepage presents eight different interest groups to the visitor; About SAS, Travel
service, Reservations, SAS pleasure, Eurobonus, SAS shopping, SAS Cargo and SAS
World wide. Those are represented through links at the homepage. This fits with what the
authors Horton & Lynch (1999) recommend about steering the audience into subtopics or
special interest areas of the site. News and information are provided directly at the
homepage. Company information is presented at a page called About SAS, which the visitor
can find by following a link at the homepage. News such as New offers and headlines are
presented under Ongoing Campaigns and SAS News at the homepage. This fits with what
Horton & Lynch (1999) stated about taking advantage of the high visibility of the
homepage.

Menus
Each menu within the site do not carry more than 7 links in general per page but each topic
is very extensive and deep, since it contains of much information. If following a link at the
homepage the visitor will face an entire new menu at the next page. When following the
links further they get deeper into the site to a new menu. On each new page within each
topic new menus is presented. This agrees with what Horton & Lynch stated about how a
menu should be used in a site.

Graphics, Links and Frames
The site does not contain big graphics that take long time to download. This fits with
Flanders & Willis (1998) recommendations. None of the observers could find a link that
was not valid at SAS’s site. On most pages there are no information about last updates.
Both observers found a page under SAS shopping that had information about the last date
the page was updated. The date was the same when both observers visited the page 1999-
10-01. This verifies what Horton, Taylor, Ignacio and Hoft (1996) recommend. SAS is
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using frames. Mainly they use one at the top of the page. The frames function well and do
not take long time to download, they down load in the same speed as the rest of the page.
This fits with what Flanders and Willis (1998) stated about frames. Since SAS is using only
a small part of the screen the frames tend to cut up the already small screen into even
smaller segments.

Imagemaps and Text-links
Imagemaps in general are used very sparsely within the site. There are no Imagemaps
accompanying the text links. This does not fit with what Horton and Lynch (1999) and
Flanders and Willis recommend.

Navigation
By following the link youth from the homepage the visitor transfers to a page where it says
Reservations for people under 26. But from there it was no links to the Standby page. This
is a good example of the difficulties of finding specific pages. This does not fit with what
Horton and Lynch (1999) recommend about users expectations in the navigation.

Throughout the site it is a confusing use of SAS logo as a navigation tool. Nor is similar
navigation used under the main topics. Frames, menus, and the way of presenting
information appear in different ways on different pages. The main menu at the homepage
follows the visitor to parts of the site. In other parts there are new menus that covers the
pages under that specific topic. This does not fit with what Horton and Lynch (1999)
recommended about navigation since they do not function in the same way even though
they look similar.

Text
The site contains a lot of text especially at the homepage. The rest of the site contains little
less text and more menus are presented. This does not fit with what Horton, Taylor, Ignacio,
and Hoft (1996) claim concerning the use of text.

Scrolling
The site contains a lot of pages that require more or less scrolling. Some scrolling is needed
at some pages since SAS tend to use a very small part of the screen, which leads to long
columns of text. It was on some pages necessary to scroll long columns of text. This does
not fit with what Horton, Taylor, Ignacio, and Hoft (1996) recommend.

Colour
The colours that are used at the site are red, blue, white and grey. The background is white.
SAS uses the same colours in the site and seems to have a specific plan when dealing with
colours. It is the same colours as used by SAS in their advertisements and traditional stores.
The colour of the text is readable on both computers used. All links are blue and when you
have visited a link it becomes purple indicating a previous visits. This fits with the
recommendations of the authors of the site www.ergogero.com about the use of colour.

Design versus Information
The homepage contains no typical design items such as for example moving figures or
flashing lights. There are not that many pictures presented at the site. The information at the
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site is presented mainly through text, not menus. This fits with what Horton, Taylor,
Ignacio, and Hoft (1996) claim about a site not being over designed.

Product Information
Descriptions about what is included and what is available in the aircraft and what the
customer can shop at the airport when travelling with SAS is provided on a special page.
There is no information about prices and rebates. This does not fit with what Flanders and
Willis (1998) recommend about product information due to the imperfect product
information.

Product /Service Range
Only by observing it is not possible to tell how big of a product range SAS has due to the
confusing presentation of products/services. Sufficient information could not be found to
verify what Lohse and Spiller (1998) recommend by using the same product range as in
traditional stores. This on the other hand implies that the presentation of the product range
is not in line with what the authors believe.

Research Question Two; Customer Service

Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s
The FAQ’s only exists under Eurobonus, within that topic they are easy to read, find and
navigate. The observers found the questions relevant concerning the information displayed
there. This fits with what Sterne (1996) recommends about FAQ’s.

The FAQ are not tied into other documents at other pages nor have any related links at the
page. There is no link or stand-out-button on the homepage that points to the FAQ page.
Due to the fact that FAQ’s only cover a smart of the information given at the site, this does
not fit with the recommendations stated by Sterne (1996) by the use of FAQ’s at a site.
Neither do the use of links and stand-out-buttons nor updates with the above named
author’s recommendations.

E-mail
Observer 1 sent an e-mail to SAS Customer-Relations at 14.30, on the 22th of October 1999
and has not received an answer by this date (1999-10-31). Observer 2 sent an e-mail to SAS
Customer-Relations 20,12, on the 21st of October 1999 and received the answer at 09,17 on
the 22nd, the day after. This does not fit with what Lohse and Spiller (1998) and Sterne
(1996) resommend about answering to e-mails.

Order Notification
The customer receives no automatic e-mail notification when the order is shipped. This
does not fit with what Cleaver (1999) recommends. SAS is launching a new way of
travelling using a travelpass. This is an electronic ticket there is no need to consider this
issue, since the ticket is delivered with the reservation.
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Search Tool
There is no possibility to search the site. This does not fit with what Sterne (1996)
recommends.

Place for Discussion.
The site does not offer any kind of online discussion. This does not fit with what Sterne
(1996) recommends about customer service. But if a customer want to transfer their point
of view SAS offers an e-mail address to SAS’s Customer Relations where it is possible to
share former experiences with SAS. SAS also provides phone numbers to local offices and
e-mail address to the headquarters.

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence does not exist at SAS’s site. This does not fit with what Williams
(1997) recommends.

Return Policies
When reserving a ticket online SAS provides information about the directions that goes
with that ticket. There is information about how to cancel your ticket etc. This does not fit
with what Machlis (1997) recommend.

6.2 Cross-case Analysis

In this section a summary of the results from the individual within case analysis is
presented. The individual companies are compared to each other according to the research
questions from the conceptualisation. Interpretations of similarities and differences have
been made that could be helpful in order to draw conclusions.
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6.2.1 Research Question One Layout and Design

As shown in Table 6.1 no specific pattern can be found comparing the two cases,
concerning layout and design.

Layout and Design

The Homepage
- Top of the homepage

- Overview

- Steer

- News and Information

Menus

Graphics

Links

Frames

Imagemaps and text-links

Navigation
- Logic

- Consistence

Text

Scrolling

Colour
- Contrast

- Specific plan

- Light and bright colours

Design versus information
- The use of graphics, text and links

- Colour as a design tool

Product information
- Information links

- Description

Product range

H&M

Fits Fits not

SAS

Fits Fits not

Cross-case Analysis Research Question One: Layout and DesignTable 6.1
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By comparing the companies it is shown that they contain some similarities concerning
their purchase environment. The homepages on both sites provide an overview of the
content of the site. They both use the most visible part, the thirty square inch on the top of
the page in the same way, where both pages present the main menu. At the homepages both
companies take advantage of the ability to assess the visitor by giving them a choice of
different entries to choose from. This is however done in a quite different way. Whilst the
H&M homepage is more visible with graphics the SAS homepage is built up with text to
present the message.

Other similarities are the quick download of graphics and frames, this is especially true
within the H&M site where more graphics are used. Menus are used in a similar way,
mainly through frames and as indices at both sites. However the use of links is used in a
slightly different way at the two sites. At the H&M site links are often used along with
graphics, while at the SAS site they can mainly be found in blocks of text. In the matter of
design versus information neither of the companies has overdesigned the site concerning
graphics, texts and links. The way H&M has used trendy colours such as light grey and
white gets in the way the information. This is not the case with SAS all colours are of
sufficient brightness as well as in line with the company colour scheme.

Both companies Websites provide product information. On the H&M’s site the products are
described in an extensive way with information about size, colour, price and washing
instructions. Although descriptive and good product information is provided at H&M’ site
they have got a confusing way of using links within the product information. Sometimes
links are provided from the product information to the actual purchase place and sometimes
not. This is something that can be seen at the SAS’s site as well. SAS on the other hand has
a less extensive and creative way of describing their products. There is information about
in-flight services such as meals, drinks entertainment etc., but it cannot be found any further
information of the service. The information about the travel itself is not extensive. To reach
specific information such as prices or information about specific travels the visitor has to
have a traveller ID and a password. Compared to H&M this information is very poor and
hard to find.

H&M’s product range is considerably smaller than in regular stores. Further it is difficult to
compare the supply between the two companies since it is hard to determine how big supply
of products SAS has got, it is however more extensive than what H&m presents. This
implies that SAS puts a bigger emphasis on the business online than H&M. Also their
marketing efforts shows this where SAS frequently refers to their business online whilst
H&M less carries this message in their advertising.

News and information are posted at the homepage at the SAS site, this is not the case at the
H&M site where it requires to open several files to reach the information. H&M uses
imagemaps accompanying with text-links. This is not the case at the SAS site. Overall SAS
have been using imagemaps in a very sparsely manner.

The navigation of these Websites is not easy in both cases. In fact, the H&M site is the one
that presents the best navigation and structure. The SAS site is complicated since it buries
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information beneath too many layers of menus, nor does it have constant navigation aids,
which can take the surfer to any place within the site from anywhere. For instance the logo
is not clickable in all the parts of the site whereas in the H&M site has this helpful item.
Nor are there any problems within the H&M site to understand and follow the navigation
pattern. They even have a site pilot that makes navigation easier. Extensive amount of text
is provided at the SAS site. To find information it requires time to read in order to get hints
where to go and what links to follow. H&M on the other hand present information by using
fewer words and more pictures.

Both sites require more or less scrolling. At some pages at the SAS site they have presented
a lot of information and does not use the entire screen when posting it on the pages, which
leads to long documents that require lots of scrolling in order to see all of it. Further a lot of
text is presented at many of the pages, including the homepage, at the SAS site. Even
though it requires less scrolling within the H&M site it is sometimes frustrating to scroll the
small parts to see the entire page, especially since the use of only a small part of the screen.
For example when there is a need to scroll only an inch in order to see the entire part of the
screen.

Both companies use light and bright colours that goes in the line with the companies’
advertisements and the colours used in the traditional stores. When it comes to colour
contrast SAS uses a good balance between the colour of the text and the colour of the
background. In contrast to H&M that uses colours that tend to run into each other. Both
companies use graphics, links and text in a good way so they do not take advantage of the
high visibility and the overview of a page.
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6.2.2 Research Question Two Customer Service

Comparing the Websites of the two companies, we have detected a lot of similarities in the
content and in the structure concerning customer service, even though not all of them can
be considered successful in every aspect as shown in Table 6.2

The use and the way of presenting the FAQ’s are similar at both sites. However the amount
of FAQ’s provided at the site differs. There are considerable less at the SAS site. On SAS
site they are hard to find, whereas at the H&M site the FAQ’s are easy to find. The FAQ’s
are not tied into other documents on any of the sites nor are there any stand-out-button at
the homepages. Neither companies did answer all of the e-mails that were sent to them.
They both tend to have an insufficient way of handling the inbound flow of e-mails.

There are many aspects in which both of the sites presents the same properties. For instance
none of the companies offer the possibility to receive an order-notification by e-mail, when
the order is shipped i.e. when the tickets are sent or when the clothes are delivered. Also a
search engine does not exists at the SAS site nor at the H&M site, even though it could be
useful since the sites tend to be quite extensive especially SAS.

The only place the customers can transfer their point of view and former experiences is
through e-mails. None of the sites offer any kind of place for discussion such as bulletin

Customer Service

FAQ
- Easy to Find
- 

- Use

- Tied into Other Documents

- Standout-Button on the homepage

Contact/ E-mail

Order Notification

Search Tool/ Search Engine

Place for Discussion

Artificial Intelligence

Return Policies

H&M

Fits Fits not

SAS

Fits Fits not

Cross-case Analysis Research Question Two: Customer ServiceTable 6.2
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board or online chat. It is a useful way of improving their customer knowledge by taking
part of the customers’ point of view. Artificial Intelligence is not accessible on any of the
sites.

On the H&M site there is information about return polices but it does not say how to do to
if wanting to return a garment. It only tells how to do if wrong size or the wrong garment
have been received. At the SAS site is information provided about the directions that go
with the ticket, but there is no information about how to cancel a ticket online.
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7 Conclusions

n this chapter, considering the analysis of all the data, the research questions can be
answered as a means to conclude this study. In the end of this chapter we will give
some implications for management, theory and future research.

The promise of electronic commerce and online shopping will depend to a great extent
upon the interface of how people interact with the computer. When describing the creation
of an online shopping environment, a high quality Web experience for the benefit of both
the customer and the merchant, we think that some conclusions can be drawn by mainly
look on aspects such as the product information, and how to navigate the site. This along
with the extent of customer service provided should describe the shopping environment on
the Internet. What follows are the conclusions we drew from this investigation on the
subject.

7.1 Research Question One; How Can Layout and Design of Websites as a
Purchasing Environment be Described?

Our conclusions concerning our first research question is that the investigated companies
lack some important issues in the layout and design of their Websites.

The reason might be that the e-commerce business is more attractive to service companies
than to regular companies when judging by the extent of the product range and the
willingness to perform online. Aspects such as entertainment and customer support feel
very important when looking at the purchase environment. Not at least with services. The
way products can be presented, which is given a taste of within the H&M site, is
stimulating, both in a layout and service aspect. However when the navigation is difficult
for the visitor it becomes an insuperable obstacle for the visitor. Our finding pointed in the
direction that these aspects have not in any case reached perfection. Maybe the fact that one
of the companies, H&M, is more sensitive to fashion and design made them go one step
further in their way of creating creative new ways of presenting their products. The service
company that is in an even greater need to present their products, since they cannot be seen,
has done this very poorly. Again we would like to stress the fact that the navigation is
imperative to the customer. If the customer can find its way around nothing else will matter.
Our findings that this was executed so poorly with to big well-known companies were very
surprising.

The online shopping environment does not contain of shelves and a store floor. Instead it
has links, menus, graphics and frames. These items are used for navigation within a site. On
the investigated Websites the consistence in the in the navigation and the logic pattern in
the infrastructure, such as burying information under many layers of menus has a negative
impact on the purchase environment. Depending on how well the layout and design of a
Website is performed, the navigation becomes easier and helps the customers not to get
lost.

I
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If a poor use of colour contrast are used at a Website, it will get away of the visibility if the
information. This is very important to have in mind since the information is a highly
important part of the purchase environment online since if the visitor cannot read the
information on the Website the information is useless. When presenting extensive amount
of information it is important to present it in a well-structured manner such as menus,
imagemaps, indices, and links, not through descriptive text.

On the Internet the product information replaces the product itself. Our findings suggest
that it require a whole new way of thinking. It opens possibilities to present products in a
way that is not possible in traditional stores. Therefore it is important to take advantage of
the possibilities such as presenting how to use the product, not only state the technical
specifications, as well as doing it in an entertaining way. The Internet opens creative ways
to present information so it should not only be applied on traditional products it should also
be applied when describing services.

7.2 Research Question Two; How is Customer Service Handled Online?

Tweney (1998) stated that anyone who has used the Internet to purchase retail items knows
that customer service is poor, if not non-existent on the majority of commerce sites. Our
conclusions have to be that we agree. The customer service online is not handled in the
most efficient and creative way. The Internet opens many doors to creative ways of
handling customer service and we believe that companies do not take advantage of this. The
Internet offers the possibility for a company to interact with the customer in a way that
cannot be found in magazines or catalogues or even in traditional stores. Further does the
Internet enables the opportunity to reach the customer in an individual and relaxed way. If
using any customer service tools online it is important to execute them in a appropriate
manner, i.e. as answering e-mails and provide information such as how to reach the
company and company information. In general can be said that it is not a problem for
companies to provide company information online for the benefit of the customer, the
major problem seems to be the difficulty to make the information visible and easy to find.
Also dealing with new procedures and technology such as answering e-mail and making
FAQ’s really useful by linking them to other pages within the site seems to create trouble
for the companies.

The result of the e-mail response testing showed that the customer service activity at both
companies was not completely acceptable. This indicates the poverty of customer service
online. This is supported by the fact that same eight investigated issues out of ten did not
agree with the previous studies made in this area. Most of the companies that have a
presence on the Internet are there for the customers. Therefore it is of highly importance to
provide a high quality of customer service, which cannot be said about the investigated
companies’ customer service online.

Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s, is of good use for the customer and for maximal use
they should be tied into other documents at the site. As our study showed the companies use
FAQ’s to provide customer service, but in the way the FAQ’s are presented they do not
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fulfil their purpose. If they are not carried out well there is no point in providing them at the
Website since most customers will either pick up the phone and call the company in order
to get the information or they will leave the Website. An extensive site requires and really
suffers without a search engine. A search engine simplifies the navigation and is of good
help when looking for something special. FAQ’s and a search engine should be optimal and
represented at all extensive and large Websites.

7.3 Implications

The conclusions drawn in the past section of this thesis can be useful for, theorist,
managers, and researchers.

7.3.1 Implications for Management

Managers from companies that attempt to use the Internet as a commercial store should take
the use of FAQ’s into consideration by tying them into other documents in the site as well
as posting a stand-out-button on the homepage. It is also a good idea to provide all the
FAQ’s together and divide them into different sections depending of the information they
contain. The management should also strongly consider adding a search engine when
operating on extensive Websites or planning to expand the existent site. Today does not
many companies online use Artificial Intelligence. This is however an extent way of
helping the customers and should be considered as an alternative for the Website by more
companies. Though they should be aware of the complications of using Artificial
Intelligence in a highly frequently used site. We also recommend all companies that have a
presence on the Internet to look over the use of colours and how the navigation functions
within a Website.

7.3.2 Implications for Theory

This thesis covers a new area of research when observing the purchase environment online
directly on Websites. Since this area of research is relatively new we have relied on
collected data from the Websites of each company in order to conduct our research.

This study contributed to theory, in the fact that it offers an observation of phenomenon
within a specific setting. Previous research about purchase environments has provided us
with literature from which we have formed our research questions. These research questions
serve as a foundation for our case studies when trying to describe the purchase environment
on the World Wide Web.
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7.3.3 Implications for Further Research

• Investigate the differences in-between service companies and retail companies in the
way they operate on the Internet.

• Examine the possibility of using Artificial intelligence as well as other ways of
interactivity within commercial Websites.

• Investigate how to ensure a safety delivery/arrival of a product that is already paid for
online.

 

• Explore the safety in payment and personal information over the Internet.
 

• Examine the possibility of effective purchase stimulation.
 

• To further investigate how to treat customers in an individual way online.
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Appendix A

Checklist

Layout and design

• Over designed?
• Failing to test?
• Are links still valid?
• Is the content stale?
• Is the last revised date in the revised date in the signature more than six months ago?
 
 Graphics Links and Frames
• Does the site contain enormous graphics? Where and in what way?
• How are links used within the site?
• How are frames used?
 
 Words
• Too much text?
 
 Navigation
• Does the navigation within the site match the users expectations?
• Is there a consistence in the navigation and how?
 
 Layout
• In what way do the homepage steer the visitor?
• How is news and information posted at the homepage/ site?
• How is the homepage used in the site?
• How is the balance between graphic imagemaps and blocks of text-based links?
• How is the content posted at the homepage?
• Does it show the visitor the content of the site?
• How does the homepage indicate to the visitor how to find that content?
 
 First impression
• What is shown at the top of the home page?
• How big is the product range compared to traditional stores?
 
 Menus
• Too deep?
• Opening many files is required?
• Contains too few links?
• Direct access to all pages?
 
 Scrolling
• Is the site disorienting?
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 Product information
• How are the products described? Are the descriptions sufficient for the customer to

understand the product characteristics?

 Colour
• Colour contrast, what colours are being used and how are they used?
• Colour guidance?
 

 
 Customer service
 
 Frequently Asked Questions, FAQ’s
• Easy to find, read, navigate, understand?
• Matches expectations / Relevant Questions?
• Extensive?
• Last updates?
• Links to pages within the site? If how?
• Tied into other documents?
 
 E-mail
• How long answering time?
• Notification when ordering?
• Easy to complain with Internet?

 Search tool
• Is there a possibility to search the site? Well function?
• Accessible from the homepage?
• Easy to use?
 
 Place for Discussion.
• Do the site offers a place for discussion/ chat?
 
 Information
• Artificial intelligence? Exist? How?
• Information about return policies?
• Does the site provide access to as much information as wanted? How? /  What is

missing?
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Internet Glossary

ARPANET: Advanced Research Projects Agency Network: The precursor to the Internet.
Developed in the late 60’s and early 70’s by the US Department of Defence as an
experiment in wide-area-networking that would survive a nuclear war.

Computer: A machine that takes information from a person, does something wit the
information and then gives information back to the person.

Browser: A software program used to navigate through WWW pages stored at the Internet.

Click: When pushing the mouse button with the cursor over an item of interest.

Cursor: A marker on the screen that shows where keystrokes will appear.

Cyberspace: Term originated by author William Gibson in his novel Neuromancer the
word Cyberspace is currently used to describe the whole range of information resources
available through computer networks.

Download: The transfer of information from the Internet to a computer.

Electronic commerce, e-commerce: An exchange of values over interconnected networks
i.e. business-to-customer commerce.

E-mail: Electronic mail: message sent over the Internet. The biggest use of the Internet is to
send Electronic mail. You can send messages to any other user on the Internet if you know
the users address.

Frequently Asked Questions FAQ: document of often asked questions and answers.

Frame: A frame is the stripe that frames a page and which follows the visitor through all
pages though out the site. They can contain pictures and text to menus.

Gopher: An (older) menu-based system that lets you navigate the Internet; has now been
mostly replaced by the WWW.

Home page: The opening page of a Website. The initial page on a WWW server, a word
wide Web welcome document.

HTML Hyper Text Markup Language: standard set of codes that describe formatting
functions for Web pages including which text is bold, italic, different sizes and how they
link to other Web pages.

HTTP Hypertext transfer protocol: the language used by a browser to ask an Internet server
for information about a Web page.
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Internet: Millions of computers linked together to form a global network allowing users to
transfer information between any two computers connected to the Internet. No one or
person or company controls the Internet.

Link: A link will transport you from one Internet site to another with just a click of your
mouse. Links can be text or graphic (imagemap) and are recognisable once you know what
to look for. Text links usually will be underlined and often a different colour than the rest of
the text on your screen. A graphic link usually has a frame around it. For example at the
bottom of this page the mailbox is a link as well as the text in the yellow boxes.

Load: Short for download and upload. If someone asks how long did the page take to load?
He/ she is referring to the time it takes a page to appear on your screen. If a Web page is
loading slowly it means that it’s taking a long time to fully appear on your screen. You can
often scroll through a page and look at the parts that have loaded while the rest of the page
continues to load. Also, you can usually click a link on the page you are loading and link to
another page without waiting for the current page to fully load.

Marketspace: The online retail environment.

Network: Any time you connect 2 or more computers together so that they can share
resources, you have a computer network. Connect 2 or more networks together and you
have an Internet

Non-store retailing: Retailing handled over the Internet.

Online: Having access to the Internet. You are online right now. Often people will say they
are online meaning they have access to the Internet and have an e-mail address, but may not
necessarily be connected to the Internet at that moment.

Online shopping: Shopping at the Internet.

Screen: A device to display information.

Scroll: To look at the parts of the page that fall below (or above) what you see on your
screen. The long bar at the far right of this screen is a scroll bar. The small square in it will
allow you to scroll through the rest of this page. Just place your mouse pointer over the
square, hold down the left click button on the mouse and slide the square up or down. You
will see this page move. You are now scrolling.

Search engine/ search tool: Search Engines are the automated card catalogues of the Web.
Completely automated, Search Engines keep huge files with short catalogue entries of
literally millions of Websites. Then, when you want to find information on "Cable TV use
in Dallas" or "Printer Cartridge Suppliers," the search engines do their best to make a list of
all the catalogue entries that might be what you’re looking for.
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Server: The communication system used by the WWW is often called a connection-less
client-server relationship because a request is sent, a response returned and the connection
is then broken.

Surfing: The process of "looking around" the Internet.

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocols/ Internet protocols: a set of communications
protocols developed by the US Department of Defence (DOD), originally for use in military
applications. TCP/IP bundles and unbundled sent and received data into packets, manages
packet transmission and checks for errors across networks. Originally found binding Unix
networks together.

URL Uniform resource locator: the full address that defines where a Web page is stored on
a server connected to the Internet. The Web page address of a site.

Web page: Single file stored on a Web server that contains formatted text, graphics and
hypertext links to other pages on the Internet. A Web page is created using HTML codes.

Web server: Computer that stores the collection of Web pages that make up a Website.

Website: Collection of Web pages from one person or company that link together with
hypertext links to form a home that users can visit on the Internet.

WWW: World Wide Web: the collection of the millions of Websites and Web pages that
together form the Web of information that allows a user to see a graphical view of the
Internet and the information it contains.

Sources:
Collin, S. (1998) Doing business on the Internet; 2nd edition: London, Great Britain
http://www.onelook.com/
http://www.matisse.net/files/glossary.html
http://www.jaderiver.com/glossary.htm
http://www.geocities.com/FashionAvenue/4869/desc.html


